Complaint Convention of Torture, from Hans Smedema, Parcent, Spain
Convention against Torture
Date: May 15th 2010
I. Information on the complainant:
Name: Smedema B. Sc.
Nationality:

Dutch

First name(s):

Hans

Date and place of birth: March 27th, 1948 in Leeuwarden Netherlands

Address for correspondence on this complaint:

Please use Email!!!!!

Hans Smedema
03792 Parcent
Alicante, Spain
Phone: Mobile:
Email: hans@smedema.com
Title book: ‘Fighting the unknown’
Blog Dutch with computer translations: www.hanssmedema.eu
English much less detailed: www.hanssmedema.com

Submitting the communication: Complaint against the Netherlands, ‘Fighting the unknown’
on the author’s own behalf:

Hans Smedema

and on behalf of another person(his incompetent wife): W. Smedema-J.
Please provide the following personal details of that other person
Name:

J.

First name(s):

Nationality:

Dutch

W

Date and place of birth: 1951 Heerenveen Netherlands

Address or current whereabouts:
W. Smedema-J.
Drachten
Netherlands
Phone:
Email:
If you are not so authorized, please explain the nature of your relationship with that person:
She is my wife and because of her being sick with Amnesia, severe Suppression and an
‘Emional(double) Personality, she cannot file any complaint yet! This can only be done after(!)
therapy, but the Dutch conspiracy and cover up is probably made to prevent this from
happening, to protect all involved! Which is a criminal act and causing us torture or
mistreatment and degrading treatment.
and detail why you consider it appropriate to bring this complaint on his or her behalf:
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She has developed a Second or Emotional Personality (Dissociation) in 1972, which causes severe
suppression and resistance about everything that concerns this case! She thinks she has never had
crimes against her, while she has been abused or legally seen raped from 1972 until now or a few
years ago. She has children from rapist without knowing it. In her mind, normal person W1, she
has only had sex with her husband Hans Smedema. When abused or raped(against her will) she
does that in her Second Personality W2 and turns back to the normal W1 when possible, not
knowing anything about what happened.
Further, a conspiracy from the Dutch State and Government, makes sure nobody can proof to
her that her children are not mine but from three rapist by falsifying and manipulating among a
lot more, the outcome of a DNA test, MRI scan and a scar from being made infertile. Also hiding
all crimes, mostly rape for me and my wife. Refusing all legal investigations and all
communication about this case. We are left in the dark on purpose and suffer badly for 10 years
now with no end in sight.
The combination with the conspiracy of the Dutch Government makes it impossible to have her
treated for multiple personality, causing us to live separate with inhuman, severe mistreatment
and degrading circumstances. She has now threatened to take her life twice and I have nowhere
to go with that information!

II.

State concerned/Articles violated

Name of the State that has made the relevant declaration in the case of complaints to the Committee
against Torture:
Netherlands
Urgent Remark!
All the legal documents and this horror true crime story had to be written by Hans Smedema
WITHOUT any help from any Lawyer or other person! And while it is clear now that Hans
Smedema suffers from a severe PTSS (Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome) causing him NOT to be
able to think as clearly as normal and which slows him down a lot! He is too much emotionally
involved! Writing all rapes and abuses again, writing the book, makes him relive time and time
again the traumatic events. Causing more and more PTSS which never has been treated as a
result of the Dutch conspiracy and cover up. Hans could mentally break down, which must be the
purpose behind this cover up! They will have won and nobody will ever know what really
happened!
The information given in this Complaint Form, is the best Hans can do under the current
circumstances without any (legal)help!
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Articles of the Covenant or Convention alleged to have been violated:
Article 1
1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term "torture" means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on
a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is
suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or
suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not
include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.

2. This article is without prejudice to any international instrument or national legislation which does or may contain provisions of wider application.

This case is about suffering, physical and mental, intentionally inflicted on Hans Smedema and his wife,
for purposes of punishing him and her for acts other persons in fact did and set Hans Smedema up for,
and intimidating and coercing Hans Smedema and his wife to believe no crimes(abuse, rape or children
from abusers)have been committed from 1972 until this day, while the pain and suffering is inflicted by
and at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of public officials or other persons acting in
an official capacity. Most likely Queen and/or high level officials like Ministers involved. They use Statesecurity (protection of the Queen?) as a reason and all evidence including police files (!) are hidden or
deleted!
The suffering consists of:
1.

A psychologist by the name ‘Van der Hart’ in 1975(after finding out the first child was not mine
and that I was made infertile!) forced me, after twice drugging me with a memory blocking drug
(afterwards I remembered nothing and didn’t understand what was happening!), to sign a
document which will probably have given him the right to act for me in all cases involving my
wife. Police was warned by an employee about this fact in 1975, but did nothing and now denies
knowing anything. Several employees filed a complaint with the board of this health organization
GGZ before this happened because they would not work with this man who was specially
transferred to the town Zwolle for 2 weeks, only taking care of my case. This man must be the
current Prof.dr. Onno van der Hart who is a specialist in this field! This was confirmed to me by
Military CIA Official Al Rust who talked to this Dutch Professor in America who then denied to
know Hans Smedema, but his name was in the secret files about Hans and his wife Al Rust told
me! So he also then lied to an American Official!
2. Hiding all abuse and rape from both the victims Hans en Wies Smedema from 1972 until now,
who both, because of amnesia and severe suppression didn’t and couldn’t know yet themselves.
His wife even developed an extra ‘Emotional Personality’, which was also hidden for them.
Anything was instantly deleted in their brain, but therapy could have solved this already in 1973.
Hans knows now because his memory slowly came back in March 2000, his wife still suffers from
Amnesia!
3. Not protecting them against more rape or abuse from 1973 until now! They were and she still is,
completely defenseless!
4. Not giving them verbal and written information about the case and many crimes against them,
for their peace of mind. So they could try to forget and have a few more good years together.
5. Keeping silent about all that happened even after (!) the memory of Hans came slowly back in
2000, which caused him to become sick again and declared Delusional.
6. Denying them medical therapy which would in 1973 have helped Hans in weeks.
7. Murder on his neighbor and three attempts on Hans Smedema by two unknown men.
8. Hiding the fact the children were not his children and hiding the fact he was made infertile in
1972. His wife still thinking she only had sex with Hans (not true, many rapes), and the children
are his!
9. Letting Hans and his wife think they got children from Hans himself, while NOT prosecuting the
rapist or abusers ever! Which fact was known by the rapist and used to rape her even more!
10. Falsifying a DNA father ship test to let them think Hans was indeed the father of their three
children. There must be special permission to falsify all evidence Hans Smedema tries to get, so a
new DNA test is useless without Political Asylum and protection against the Dutch first.
11. Hiding two other pregnancies from rapist, which were aborted and NOT prosecuting the rapist.
12. Letting his wife believe her husband is Delusional or Insane, causing their marriage to break
down with almost a divorce! They live separate (Spain & Netherlands) now as both have a
different knowledge about what has happened! Hans knows the truth by now, but the conspiracy
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13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

has made certain his wife thinks a delusion (!) is reality. No marriage can stay great and honest
under these cruel circumstances.
Hans is in fact in exile as he can’t file charges in the Netherlands anymore against anyone and
can’t go to the police with information he has on this unbelievable sequence of crimes! So he can’t
live in the Netherlands anymore. He thinks he knows where photo’s are about the abuse of his
wife, but to go to whom? Police, Justice department or Secret Service would delete or destroy
them instantly!
They had to sell their beautifull villa in Drachten because of the conspiracy, which normally
would not be necessary at all. His wife should have been allowed to live there in peace, which now
has been made impossible! Mistreatment again.
Letting his own wife file charges, based on the betrayal and cover-up, against her own husband
which she would never have done, would she have known she was betrayed and he was right
about this conspiracy and their children not his!
His wife, based on the cover-up, doesn’t let her own husband ‘hug’ her anymore; no love between
them is possible. From beginning 2004 no sex has happened and they live completely separated!
Hans can only fight his enemies, being alone and not having a wife who does everything to stop
him based on the betrayal from her own family, physicians and government. She thinks she helps
him by stopping him!
Lying to Hans Smedema and denying everything in April 2000 after his memory came slowly
back, causing even more suffering and him getting so sick he had to stop working in January 2004
and was declared 80-100% unable to work! They created two different realities for him, without
any explanation! Why can Hans as her husband not know what they are doing to his own wife?
And why?
Letting all persons around Hans Smedema and his wife think Hans is Delusional or Insane, so he
was completely left alone and isolated. This is causing Lawyers to refuse to help him!
In fact creating a ‘Cordon Sanitary’ around him, nobody is allowed to help him!
Letting a secret service together with the Ministry of Justice make sure all evidence and police
files were destroyed and Hans could never proof his case to Lawyers, or a Court! A witness is
available!
Hans Smedema was without a Lawyer, and without allowing him to hear witnesses under oath, or
allowing a DNA test which could proof a claimant is in fact the rapist and father of his youngest
son, sentenced to 28 days in prison, 3 months conditional and paying the rapist 1500 to 2300 euro
a man.
Since January 2004 no Lawyer ever was willing to help him legally! They could think he is
Delusional, but don’t always say that. No proof, which is hidden from him and his wife, is also a
reason! So in fact the Government itself makes a Lawyer impossible and it even looks like a
Lawyer is not allowed! Could be based on the false State Security involved?
Causing Hans Smedema on April 20th 2009 to ask for political asylum in Miami Florida (denied
because not enough evidence the Dutch state is behind this), and not able to live in the
Netherlands anymore! He now lives alone, separated from his poor still unknowing wife, who still
lives in the Netherlands thinking her husband has gone crazy! And with a great risk of being
raped again! She is still not able to defend herself!
Several articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights have been violated.
Even after receiving a positive secret (!) report (verbally indicated!) about Hans Smedema from
the CTIVD, the Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services, the Dutch
Government refused to stop the torture and mistreatment.
No communication at all from the Dutch Government, or Politicians who could have helped! They
all refuse to talk to Hans Smedema.
The Police and Justice Department refuse to investigate, stating Hans should prove more himself,
which of course is impossible when the State herself makes sure no evidence and older police files
will ever be available to Hans Smedema or his wife.
No Legal help from any organization! They must be not allowed to, which can be proved! State
security!
No help from physicians possible to proof Hans was made infertile in 1972, although that fact is
already known by the Justice department! Not allowed to, and even ordered to lie! Probably to
protect those who were behind this cover up!
Almost certain the former Queen Juliana has, not knowing she made a big mistake, signed a
special ruling making all this possible and causing State security as a reason for the cover up.
Internal security of the State could secretly be used to torture Hans Smedema and his wife! This
is not allowed and certainly not ethical.
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31. Hans wants after everybody making sure he didn’t get any children of his own, still to have
children of his own. But this will never happen, when woman think he is Delusional! If they knew
he was the victim of the greatest conspiracy ever against a single loving couple, some woman
maybe would give him a child, or even more children! This is torture again, when the Dutch State
and Government itself, Family and physicians concerned know, he is not Delusional, but a victim!
Strategy of the secret Psychiatrist or Psychologist behind this conspiracy almost certain (and known to
those behind this), Psychologist Prof.dr. Onno van der Hart, who specializes in this field:
Make sure they both will never know about the rapes and crimes done against them. Hide all evidence for
them, using a secret service and the Ministry of Justice. Therefore she will be defenseless and be raped
even more and more. This again will cause her to get even more and more Suppression and the traumatic
events (rapes) will cause her memory NOT to come back, as she normally would do.
This caused her husband Hans Smedema also to see more and more rapes, causing more and more
traumatic events, which made sure his memory about this all and the Suppression will go on much longer.
This strategy caused the memory of Hans Smedema to stay away for 28 years, while it already started to
come back in 1975! But the Psychologist Onno van der Hart made sure; it didn’t as he was asked by
someone or more people still unknown but behind this conspiracy. It is real torture! Even when they
discovered that the first child was NOT from Hans and Hans was made infertile, they kept the cover-up
and conspiracy going, and with that knowingly let her get children from only rapist! Without ever
warning, protecting or prosecuting the rapist!
Making sure Hans would not have any evidence, and that he was totally isolated with everybody thinking
he was insane, he would get mentally sick and his power to fight this conspiracy would get lower and
lower. Severe PTSS.
Police now demands from Hans to proof all this, which of course is impossible while a secret service has
deleted all evidence and old police files and falsified DNA-tests, MRI scan and much more. Witnesses keep
silent or lie also! Reason is still unknown! Must be misinformation and using State security!

Article 2
1. Each State Party shall take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction.
2. No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political in stability or any other public emergency, may be
invoked as a justification of torture.

3. An order from a superior officer or a public authority may not be invoked as a justification of torture.

No acts to prevent further escalation of this case are known yet.
Very likely the signature of the Queen is used as a reason (State Security) for the torture of Hans
Smedema and his poor wife, which is not allowed according to item 2.
The Dutch: College Procureurs Generaal) forced(against his will) Head Prosecutor mr Ruud Rosingh to
stop investigating the rape of the wife of Hans Smedema by two(!) men on 12th January 1991, causing
more suffering and torture until this day! After refusing Mr. Rosingh was moved to another town against
his will! This is NOT allowed according to item 3 of this article!
Also an important witness Elise B. (warned me that the Ministry of Justice & a secret service together
with my brother mr. Johan Smedema from the town Gennep, were betraying me and that the children
were not mine!) was intimidated not to tell the truth and even file charges(!) in 2008 against Hans
Smedema. All based on statements by Hans Smedema needed to defend (!) him against the torture. In a
Court before a Police Judge Jeroen van Bruggen Hans Smedema was then sentenced (Appeal running) on
February 9th 2009!
Article 4
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1. Each State Party shall ensure that all acts of torture are offences under its criminal law. The same shall apply to an attempt to commit torture and to an act by
any person which constitutes complicity or participation in torture.
2. Each State Party shall make these offences punishable by appropriate penalties which take into account their grave nature.

Nothing, to my knowledge, has been done to prosecute the rapist, or the public officials behind this
conspiracy. Investigations are denied until now! Too unbelievable! Even after the rapist filed charges
against Hans Smedema, while Hans was denied (!) the right to file charges earlier (2000 and 2004) against
all the perpetrators. Hans was sentenced without a Lawyer present, without the right to hear witnesses
under oath, without a simple DNA test to proof one claimant is the rapist and father of the youngest son.
This would simply have proven the whole case also! An Appeal has been made, but nothing is happening
for over one year now.
Article 5
1. Each State Party shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the offences referred to in article 4 in the following cases:

(a) When the offences are committed in any territory under its jurisdiction or on board a ship or aircraft registered in that State;
(b) When the alleged offender is a national of that State;
(c) When the victim is a national of that State if that State considers it appropriate.

2. Each State Party shall likewise take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over such offences in cases where the alleged offender is
present in any territory under its jurisdiction and it does not extradite him pursuant to article 8 to any of the States mentioned in paragraph I of this article.

3. This Convention does not exclude any criminal jurisdiction exercised in accordance with internal law.

To my knowledge nothing has been done. The Dutch Government denies everything until now and in fact
declares (implicitly!) Hans Smedema Delusional, while hiding itself all evidence. Police, Prosecution and
the Judge simply assumed (!) Hans Smedema was Delusional, although a simple DNA test could proof
Hans is right about the conspiracy against them!
Of course, the fact that a woman can be raped or abused her whole life and have children from rapist,
have a double or emotional personality, both her AND her husband having severe suppression deleting all
abuse for over 30 years, AND the Dutch Government hiding all evidence in the greatest conspiracy against
a simple loving couple ever (!), is unbelievable for most people including Hans Smedema himself for
several years! Because of the conspiracy and cover up, it took him a long time, from March 2000 until end
of 2003 to realize he was not Delusional, but the victim of the greatest conspiracy, by their own Family,
Physicians and the Dutch Government itself! He then broke down mentally and was declared 80-100%
unable to work, while he made 140.000 euro easily before! He lives from a disability allowance of 60.000
euro. And still until this very day no help at all from any organization or Lawyer! So all legal documents
have to be done by him without any legal knowledge! Extra difficult is the fact this is a so complex case
now, a Lawyer would need a lot of time and money to study everything, making help even more
impossible now! The Government uses millions of taxpayers’ money without the Dutch people allowed to
know that secret fact!
Article 6
1. Upon being satisfied, after an examination of information available to it, that the circumstances so warrant, any State Party in whose territory a person alleged
to have committed any offence referred to in article 4 is present shall take him into custody or take other legal measures to ensure his presence. The custody and
other legal measures shall be as provided in the law of that State but may be continued only for such time as is necessary to enable any criminal or extradition
proceedings to be instituted.

2. Such State shall immediately make a preliminary inquiry into the facts.
3. Any person in custody pursuant to paragraph I of this article shall be assisted in communicating immediately with the nearest appropriate representative of the
State of which he is a national, or, if he is a stateless person, with the representative of the State where he usually resides.

4. When a State, pursuant to this article, has taken a person into custody, it shall immediately notify the States referred to in article 5, paragraph 1, of the fact
that such person is in custody and of the circumstances which warrant his detention. The State which makes the preliminary inquiry contemplated in paragraph 2
of this article shall promptly report its findings to the said States and shall indicate whether it intends to exercise jurisdiction.

Nothing has been done! On the contrary, several people are trying to have Hans Smedema to stop with his
Blog and the fight for his defense, and his fight for his poor still (!) defenseless wife. Dangerous, as she can
still be abused (legally raped) without knowing it afterwards. And they live separate, while wanting to
grow old together! Against Human Rights! But probably the Queen or High level Politicians, or Officials,
are declared more important than mistreating and degrading Hans and his Wife.
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Article 9
1. States Parties shall afford one another the greatest measure of assistance in connection with criminal proceedings brought in respect of any of the offences
referred to in article 4, including the supply of all evidence at their disposal necessary for the proceedings.

2. States Parties shall carry out their obligations under paragraph I of this article in conformity with any treaties on mutual judicial assistance that may exist
between them.

When I was in Miami Florida for Political Asylum (April 20th, 2009) against the Dutch, nobody helped me,
while the Dutch should have helped according to this article! But also the Americans should have opened
up their large files about me and American Military CIA Official Al Rust, which case is connected to
mine.
Also my American friend and Military Intelligence Official Al Rust, was not helped and was innocent
sentenced in 1987 and had to suffer for almost 10 years before he could prove his case, with the file from
Hans Smedema and his wife of which still was a copy in Germany! This file was deleted within three days
after they saw it around 1983, by the scrupulous Dutch(as is the case with all other evidence now), but Al
Rust kept a secret copy in Frankfurt! A lot of proof about my case is in America! The Committee should
ask for it! Also for the secret report from CTIVD in the Netherlands and hear the Judge about it.
Article 10
1. Each State Party shall ensure that education and information regarding the prohibition against torture are fully included in the training of law enforcement
personnel, civil or military, medical personnel, public officials and other persons who may be involved in the custody, interrogation or treatment of any individual
subjected to any form of arrest, detention or imprisonment.
2. Each State Party shall include this prohibition in the rules or instructions issued in regard to the duties and functions of any such person.

Detective Haye Bruinsma who took the documents of Hans Smedema on April 26 th or 27th 2004 didn’t
know anything about the ‘Convention against Torture’! In those documents was the fact I found this to be
Psychological Torture!
Detective Bolier from Police Drachten, didn’t know anything about this Convention. He refused to
investigate anything, although he got all information about this whole conspiracy from Hans Smedema!
Including the warning this to be Psychological Torture on April 27th 2004! The same was true with
prosecutor Petra van Vliet-Hoekstra, and Judge Jeroen van Bruggen! Hans Smedema was not allowed to
have a (good) Lawyer with enough time to investigate these complex secret crimes, was not allowed to
have witnesses heard under oath, and not even a simple DNA father ship test was allowed to proof one
claimant was in fact the rapist for a year and father of their youngest son! Hans was, without any possible
defense, sentenced anyway, but filed for Appeal. They all state Hans should alone proof this conspiracy,
which is impossible when the State hides and deletes all evidence and Hans would have to fight a secret
service who knows every move upfront by tapping his email and phones. Also they can use the Dutch tax
money, without having to tell the Dutch people about it! Media are not allowed to tell the Dutch and/or
refuse to publish.
Article 12
Each State Party shall ensure that its competent authorities proceed to a prompt and impartial investigation, wherever there is reasonable ground to believe that
an act of torture has been committed in any territory under its jurisdiction.

Nothing has been done to investigate and help Hans Smedema and his wife and he warned the Ministry of
Justice, Police, and Judges, Prime and other Ministers, Politicians and many, many more! Enormous files!
The first warning was on April 27th 2004 when Hans Smedema tried to file charges against all
perpetrators and stated that this case was psychological torture against him and his wife! See below for
evidence. This has been repeated many times after that, but no investigation has ever been started. Instead
the Judges and Prosecutors wanted Hans to proof everything alone without any help and without a
Lawyer! Even worse, while a secret service made sure all evidence and police files were deleted or hidden
from Hans Smedema!
Article 13
Each State Party shall ensure that any individual who alleges he has been subjected to torture in any territory under its jurisdiction has the right to complain to,
and to have his case promptly and impartially examined by, its competent authorities. Steps shall be taken to ensure that the complainant and witnesses are
protected against all ill-treatment or intimidation as a consequence of his complaint or any evidence given.
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No communication at all about this case has been established. In several cases I asked for help and
opening of the secret files about this case to several public organizations including the Ministry of Justice,
but to no avail. They simply deny there are files and call it unbelievable! Witnesses are not protected; they
keep lying, so they must be intimidated not to tell the truth! This is for instance the case with witness Elise
Boers from Uden, who is a witness who stated to me the Ministry of Justice itself is making sure Hans will
never get any proof! Also that a secret service is involved in this conspiracy. But during the court case she
did not tell the truth and must have been intimidated.
Article 14
1. Each State Party shall ensure in its legal system that the victim of an act of torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair and adequate
compensation, including the means for as full rehabilitation as possible. In the event of the death of the victim as a result of an act of torture, his dependants shall
be entitled to compensation.
2. Nothing in this article shall affect any right of the victim or other persons to compensation which may exist under national law.

I asked for an advance of 100.000 euro, but nothing has been done. Also most of the Dutch people still
think that Hans Smedema is Delusional, while the Dutch State knows that is not true and could fully
rehabilitate Hans Smedema, and let Hans and his wife at least live together and grow old in peace!
Financially Hans can only help his wife living in the Netherlands with money and mental help, and keep
living in Spain, but no money left to translate the books he wrote, into English or do other useful things
like getting more proof about him being made infertile for instance.
They also make it impossible for Hans Smedema to get children from another woman, because no woman
will want children from someone who has been declared Delusional or Paranoid! This is degrading
treatment still even after 10 years now have passed! And Hans wants children of his own desperately now!
But he is growing older and older (62 now) and less and fewer women will give him children of course.
Article 15
Each State Party shall ensure that any statement which is established to have been made as a result of torture shall not be invoked as evidence in any
proceedings, except against a person accused of torture as evidence that the statement was made.

1 My brother Mr. Johan Smedema, Gennep, Netherlands lured me in 1973 to sign a blank
paper/document, which he has used against me to be able to control my life. I didn’t know for which
reason and he didn’t put in writing what the reasons were, nor have I ever seen the document. Even the
existence is denied by everyone including the Government!
2 Psychiatrist Onno van der Hart forced me in 1975 also to sign a document (I refused several times!),
after twice secretly using drugs which cause mental problems and memory loss. A witness tried to file
charges with Police Zwolle against this Psychologist Onno van der Hart, and together with other
employees filed charges against the Health organization GGZ itself they were working. Nobody ever
showed me this secret document which must have given him the right to act on my behalf without ever
asking my permission or telling me! Probably using protection of my wife as a reason? Easy to proof, but
Police Zwolle denies there is a file! Probably deleted also! Now only publicity can get the many witnesses
to stand up and make a statement! Or the Committee for the Convention against Torture must be able to
force the scrupulous Dutch behind this conspiracy to open up their secret hidden files!
3 In my statement to file charges about the rapes I named all the rapist I knew, fathers of the children,
and witnesses, but no action was taken, which is continuing mistreatment and forced me to publish this
case on my Blog to get the Dutch people to know what happened. This was used against me in court and I
was sentenced without a Lawyer present and without any means of defense on February 9th 2009 by this
Police Judge Jeroen van Bruggen. And I stated it was torture and mistreatment both on paper and verbal!
I know Prof. Dr. Onno van der Hart is the psychologist involved in this, as was told to me also by my
American friend and Military CIA man Al Rust. He talked to this Professor in America, but this man
denied knowing Hans Smedema, although Al Rust knew from the secret files (quickly deleted by the
Dutch) that he was involved!
Article 16
1. Each State Party shall undertake to prevent in any territory under its jurisdiction other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment which do
not amount to torture as defined in article I, when such acts are committed by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or
other person acting in an official capacity. In particular, the obligations contained in articles 10, 11, 12 and 13 shall apply with the substitution for references to
torture of references to other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
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2. The provisions of this Convention are without prejudice to the provisions of any other international instrument or national law which prohibits cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment or which relates to extradition or expulsion.

This article should have been implemented when the first article 1 is not enough!

III.

Exhaustion of domestic remedies/Application to other international procedures

Steps taken by or on behalf of the alleged victims to obtain redress within the State concerned for the
alleged violation – detail which procedures have been pursued, including recourse to the courts and
other public authorities, which claims you have made, at which times, and with which outcomes:
Claims I made in short and in General are the following, see for more detailed info Facts of the
Complaint. Also be advised that only from 2004 on I started more and more to understand what
must have happened. So in the beginning less and later more claims, but all this was all already
known by the Dutch! :
1. Most important: On April 27th 2004 I gave the Police in my hometown Drachten
documents about all that happened to try(never succeeded) to file charges against a lot of
people, including on page 6: English: Victim Hans Smedema has with all this been
sentenced to a ‘Hell on Earth’ and something that looks like Psychological torture!
During 4 years he was because of this and all denials of others, being torn between yes it is
true and no, it can’t be true, and am I crazy or not! Psychiatrists, two years a Neurologist,
investigations by the University Psychiatrists (AZG), incapitation, etc. To keep somebody
fooled like that, so he thinks he is crazy, or Delusional, is a tort. They use the fact my wife
is incompetent, against her! The damage done is disproportionately high!
2. So the first time possible for me I made sure psychological torture was mentioned!!! I
knew nothing about the ‘Convention against Torture’ yet, but they should have
investigated immediately! But didn’t! They kept refusing!
3. Until now, no investigation has ever been done to my knowledge.
4. DNA father ship test falsified or manipulated because the three children are not mine as I
was made secretly infertile in 1972, but the test by Genetree on September 13th 2003 in
America states they are mine! Which is impossible as I was made secretly infertile by two
rapist in 1972, they don’t look like me, their character is different, and both the secret
deleted files from the 97th General Army Hospital Frankfurt, and major witness Elise B.,
stated the children are NOT mine was named specifically in the secret files! Also all three
fathers, Jan van Beek, Jan de Vries and Rieks P. confirmed it to me verbally!
5. MRI scan at DiaSana in Mill Netherlands (see evidence document) May 17th 2006 also
falsified or manipulated because not in conformity with the statement of two Urologists
and a Surgeon. The Radiologist who wanted to do this specifically himself was taken away
minutes before I was the last patient that day! Also a nurse was changed, probably
because the normal one refused to work for the Government and betray Hans Smedema
with a false outcome! This can easily be proved when hearing them, or with a new MRI
scan outside the influence of the scrupulous Dutch concerned!
6. Investigation by Head Prosecutor and Rotary friend Mr. Ruud Rosingh about the rape by
two men of my wife in January 1991 in Leeuwarden was halted against his will by
probably the High College Procureurs Generaal in The Hague!
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7. A big conspiracy and cover up is hiding all evidence of this case and witnesses don’t even
dare having their name in my diary or agenda.
8. Witness Elise Boers stated Ministry of Justice itself was behind the cover up, together
with a Secret Service and my brother Mr. Johan Smedema from Gennep Netherlands,
who is a leader and part brain of this conspiracy.
9. All people asked, refused to say anything, causing me to get sick and incapable to work
anymore and provide income for both of us.
10. Brother Mr. Johan Smedema from Gennep in 1973 lured me into signing a blank paper,
which must have been changed into a document giving him the right to act on my behalf
in this case about Amnesia a severe Suppression. He denies everything now, causing the
mistreatment of both me and my wife.
11. Psychiatrist Onno van der Hart also forced me, after drugging to sign a paper giving him
the right to act on my behalf and denies everything now, and refuses to help us.
12. I named the three fathers of the three children, who confessed all to me to be most likely
the fathers!
13. That I was made infertile in 1972, so never could be the father of our children.
14. That a Surgeon stated I had a scar proving the fact of making me infertile.
15. That an Urologist confirmed me certain being made infertile when he felt a Gap in both
my funicles. But he was NOT allowed to investigate any further, probably based on the
conspiracy and State Security! Again causing more mistreatment of me and my wife.
16. That we were both helpless and defenseless with our Amnesia and severe Suppression.
My wife still not able to file charges because of the conspiracy against her and her
amnesia.
17. She was raped from 1972 until at least 2003. Could still be the case as she is still
defenseless?
18. The people behind this conspiracy knew about the fact the first child was not mine in
1975, and that I was made infertile, but never warned us, or protected us! The other
children from rapist could have been prevented easily. We could have had children of our
own!
19. That the State must have deleted all evidence about all what happened.
20. That the State or Justice Department deleted instantly the Intelligence file, my American
friend Captain Al Rust from the 97th General Army Hospital in Frankfurt, Germany and
his two CIA Intelligence people saw when I was about to do business with them! That he
was innocently fired being Military Intelligence (Major) around Chicago in 1987 after
only telling the truth about me!
21. That the Dutch refused to help American (Military CIA) Al Rust by simply telling the
truth about this conspiracy, or at least show the deleted Intelligence files. He suffered for
10 years before around 1996 with a copy of MY file (and of my wife!) from Frankfurt
Germany, he was able to get an Appeal and proof his innocence! He won and was paid
almost 10 years of salary! America is hiding these facts! Why? Asked by the Dutch
legally? When a Queen signs, every crime becomes legal??
22. That my wife desperately needs a therapy so she can defend herself against rapists! She is
still in danger!
23. That my wife being brainwashed into a sex slave in 1972, is still(!) the ‘Mental Hostage’ of
several men and woman(‘masters’), among which her own sister and two of the claimants
in the Libel case against Hans Smedema.
24. That she has been ordered by her ‘masters’ to file charges, against me, her husband,
which she would never do, when knowing I am telling the truth and she is being betrayed.
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But she thinks I am Delusional, because of the cover up and conspiracy by the Dutch
State!
25. That in court case 337/87 Leeuwarden, which connects with the case against American Al
Rust, a letter from the CIA was shown, but more about this case was all hidden and left
out of the sentence in my favor. The three Judges are witnesses, and already knew about
my Amnesia and Suppression! So judges must be involved in the conspiracy!
26. That all this is torture or mistreatment and Hans and his wife are going through the
cruelest treatment ever done to a simple loving couple! Maybe even worldwide!
Please be advised, that all the above is KNOWN by the Criminal group behind this conspiracy!
But it is very probable that not all normal Officials will know this, as it is hidden from them, and
so some could be honest in not knowing and denying investigations based on that fact!
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Most important steps taken!
1. After in March 2000 my memory about all the crimes against us came slowly back with
‘Flashbacks’ I tried to file charges with Police Leeuwarden in April 2000, but not enough
information yet. Files about this case which should have been with the Police, were NOT
available (!) according to Police detective Voshol from Police Leeuwarden, Netherlands!
Also no file found in the town Zeist about the murder attempt on my life in 1975! Also no
info on the Police in Utrecht who was involved in the Hostage taking of Hans and his wife.
Nothing also about Police Zwolle where a witness filed charges against psychiatrist or
psychologist Onno van der Hart who mistreated and tortured me to get a signed
document! Meaning they were already deleted to hide all evidence about this case!
Probably to protect high level officials and the Queen herself!
2. Tried to get help from Psychiatrists, but the first one declared me Paranoid, another
Schizophrenic, and the most important University of Groningen, after testing stated I was
NOT paranoid or schizophrenic and the story could certainly be true, but unlikely
because of the cover up and all denials. If true I had Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, if
NOT true it could be Delusional Disorder DSM IV. No medicine was needed, as I could
control everything myself. But I should have been treated for Amnesia and severe
Suppression, but I never was. Asking for Investigation about my wife with her double or
emotional personality and severe suppression was to no avail. Instead they declared me
Delusional again. One psychiatrist, Bauke Koopman GGZ Drachten, even threatened to
have me put by force into a mental institution! Although I know that within GGZ they
must know that I am right about this all. So this was torture to keep me silent and
unknowing, by this psychiatrist! So proving my case by a psychiatrist was impossible
from that moment on! Too dangerous for me, I never spoke to psychiatrist anymore!
Strange was, that all this was done by psychiatrist NOT experienced in Emotional
personality. The one that was, Ellert Nijenhuis Assen, I was not allowed (!) to speak!
Which proves more or less the cover up! They don’t want my wife treated and to know?
But why do I have to suffer and our marriage broken, to only hide the truth for me and
my wife? Why not a simple therapy and the truth? Losing a high income of 140.000 euro,
being declared Delusional, etc, etc. I do not see the reasoning behind this conspiracy. And
90% of what I state is all about what happened to my poor still unknowing wife! So the
messenger is (almost) killed, in a way of speaking! And she cries a lot, meaning suffering
very much!
3. In April 2004, after much investigation and reconstruction of what must have happened
myself, I tried again to file charges with Police Drachten, Netherlands, with a much more
detailed document stating a lot of witnesses, rapist, the fathers of the children, and much
more, but this was not allowed. Although every Dutch inhabitant normally has that right!
They stated it was too unbelievable! Police detective Haye Bruinsma at first told me the
Document I prepared was very complete and detailed. Normally they had to do all those
investigations themselves. Also as stated earlier I mentioned this all was Psychological
Torture! But no investigation has ever followed!
4. July 27th, 2004 Complaint with Minister of Justice for refusing to file my Charges and
investigate this case. Answered by Head Prosecutor Leeuwarden on November 29 th 2004
(item no. 6030-4370/04) and result ‘Denied’ because not enough evidence! Nothing found
on a conspiracy also! (Still no Lawyer found willing to give legal assistance! Probably
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because the story is too unbelievable and not enough evidence? Or declared Delusional?)
But in January 1991 the Head prosecutor Mr. Ruud Rosingh, in the same town
Leeuwarden started an investigation about the rape of my unknowing and defenseless
wife, by two men, but was ordered(forced by a higher level official) by the High College
Procureurs Generaal (the highest possible) to stop the investigation immediately! And
after refusing was transferred to another town (Zwolle)! Those files from mar Ruud
Rosingh, proving my case, must have been deleted, or may not be used?
5. On April 30th 2005 I filed a complaint with the Ministry of Justice again, together with the
Ministry of General Affairs, which takes care of the matters of the Queen also. Prime
Minister is responsible! On May 18th I received an answer, but to no avail. No
investigation because of not enough evidence. While all evidence is deleted or hidden by
the State itself!
6. A so called article 12 civil procedure was started to force an investigation, still without
any Lawyer willing to give legal help(!) which gives you much less chance of success. On
June 30th 2005 complaint no. 05/00016 they stated ‘manifestly unfounded’. Which must
mean all the evidence had been deleted by the Dutch State? According to witness Elise B.
by the Ministry of Justice itself and a secret service! This must also mean no witnesses
were asked or heard! Including Mr. Ruud Rosingh Head Prosecutor in Leeuwarden (who
started an investigation and was ordered to stop), and the three Judges who were a
witness in court case 337/87 where a letter from the American CIA about my (!) case was
given as evidence in a verbal session. The letter stated me and my wife were involved in
porn! Which we were not, but they secretly made rapemovies of my wife.
7. On September 22, 28th and October 5th 2005 I sent complaints to the National
Ombudsman, but to no avail. He stated on October 21th 2005 he can do no more, which I
think is not true when a conspiracy like this is going on! Nobody takes my statements for
real, without any proof! But proof is NOT available only BECAUSE of the Dutch State
hiding all evidence and falsifying DNA tests and MRI scan!
8. On September 26th 2005 I sent a letter to the Ministry of Health (VWS) asking them to
order the physicians to stop lying about everything they know about me and my wife! But
they deny knowing anything and point to other means to complain.
9. On October 6th 2005, February 21th 2006 I sent letters to Ministry of Justice because of
the involvement according to witness Elise B. and letters September 29th 2005, October 5th
and 12th 2005 to Ministry of General Affairs(Queen and MP). I stated they lied and
demanded a damage payment and an advance of 100.000 euro. I received answer for both
by Ministry of Justice on May 8th 2006. No investigation, nothing known about any
conspiracy! This is a lie of course, cover-up still ongoing. No money for my defense either.
10. Still without the help from a Lawyer, Hans Smedema himself brought the case before the
European Court for Human Rights in a document December 9th 2005 stating again it was
psychological torture! On May 11th 2006 they told him they would not investigate, based
on articles 34 and 35 of the treaty. Not enough legally done inside the Netherlands! But
that is impossible without any Lawyer, and with all evidence deleted or hidden by the
Dutch state itself. The conspiracy itself makes sure Hans will never be able to have
enough evidence, or legal help, which even could be forbidden. But Hans himself knows
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about almost all of this conspiracy now, making the denials, refusals and betrayal, cruel
mistreatment and also degrading treatment. Cordon Sanitary. Orwellian!
11. On February 21th 2006 I wrote a letter to the Dutch KLPD who investigates matters of
high level criminal organizations and internal fraud with Police or Prosecutors. I stated to
be the victim of a high level criminal organization inside the Dutch Government and/or
Justice Department. Never got an answer!
12. Never has a Lawyer helped Hans Smedema with trying to solve this conspiracy and cover
up! This is against Human Rights. This is still the case!!! I am in desperate need of a good
Lawyer!
13. Never has another organization been found to help with breaking up this conspiracy.
Known is that it is not allowed (!) in at least some cases, maybe all!
14. No Politicians have ever been willing to talk to Hans Smedema about this case or anything
else for that matter. Not even the Liberal party of which Hans and his Wife both were
members for 30 years! Never has there been any investigation either.
15. In 2007 I started a Blog and website www.hanssmedema.eu, to publish about this
conspiracy and make it known to all the Dutch people who are not allowed to know about
it. The media refuse to publish about it. I talked to several. Probably not allowed because
the state security is involved! This is not true of course. They only protect themselves,
using it for false reasons!
16. When nothing happened and I saw no other solution to help my wife, get this conspiracy
to stop, get rehabilitated, get compensation for being called Delusional and having lost my
well paid position, then to put the names of the rapist and fathers of the three children on
my Blog in full for about 6 weeks beginning 2008. That worked, because they immediately
filed charges against me, Hans Smedema. Who still is not allowed to file charges himself
against them! Without a Lawyer present, no witnesses allowed (!) and no DNA father ship
test allowed, Hans was sentenced on February 9th 2009, but appealed for a higher court.
One of the claimants is almost certain the father of the youngest son and another father of
an aborted child. Now the famous Lawyer Mr. Moszkowicz Amsterdam took the appeal
case, but strangely refused to do the main case. Probably the main case is not allowed! All
communication with Mr. Moszkowicz about this case is very low to nonexistent. Very
strange and rare. Nothing is happening at all, or maybe silently?
17. On March 11th 2008 the (CTIVD) Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security
Services, looked into this case and told me verbally, more or less, that I was right, but they
could not influence the Politicians and the decision of the Ministry of Internal affairs. The
report is secret, and later the Ministry of Internal Affairs refused to act, stating the report
said no evidence was found. Could be hidden or another secret service is behind this? This
means the Politicians refused to stop this conspiracy! Known is by now, that Queen
Juliana must have signed the special ruling to make this all possible and have Hans
Smedema, and or his poor unknowing wife outside normal Dutch laws! American Al Rust
told me that this could only be solved on a Ministerial level!
18. The CTIVD advised to bring the case before the Dutch National Ombudsman, but he
refused to investigate.
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19. Hans even asked the Dutch Queen to investigate the signing of the special ruling needed to
change the laws for Hans Smedema and his still unknowing and defenseless wife. But she
didn’t answer at all.
20. In several letters I asked Prime Minister JanPeter Balkende to investigate and stop the
conspiracy, but in his last letter he told me he will not answer anymore. This means, all
possible action has been taken and to no avail inside the Netherlands. The Dutch people
themselves are NOT allowed to know about this conspiracy! This case is in fact ‘High
Treason’ against all the Dutch people! Also this case is very educational as it proves a case
of Amnesia and Suppression that is seen as impossible by most Psychiatrists all over the
world. So other victims can be helped by opening and learning from this case. This could
have been done already in 1973! How many innocent girls have because of that become
victims also?
21. Hans Smedema not able to do anything against his enemies and the Politicians behind this
conspiracy, and being sentenced without a Lawyer, and without being allowed to hear
witnesses, no investigation and no DNA father ship test to proof one of the claimants is in
fact a rapist, asked on April 20th for Political Asylum in Miami airport, Florida, USA
based on Convention of Torture. He was advised to do so by former US Ambassador in
the Netherlands Paul Bremer who talked to Hans on June 14 th 1996 in Amsterdam about
this case and the case of American Al Rust. Asylum was after 6,5 months in detention
denied and he was deported back to the Netherlands because not enough evidence that
the Dutch Government is behind all this themselves. While strange enough, America
knows from the Military Appeal case Al Rust and the secret, deleted file about Hans
Smedema and his wife, that Hans is indeed the victim of the Dutch Government. So
America should have given Asylum! Also the Netherlands refused to help Hans giving the
information they have. And Hans already in several Documents and Posts talked about
this being torture and mistreatment, which was confirmed by Judge Rex Ford from
Miami Asylum Court. Although he needed more evidence the Government was behind
this.
22. So also this filing and finding out about the Convention of Torture, had still to be done
without any help of a Lawyer!!! Completely against Human Rights. I am now 10 years
without a Lawyer helping with the legal stuff.
23. And why do I have to proof things with large costs while a secret service makes sure I
can’t, which facts and evidence are already known by the Dutch state? But hidden from
me and all the Dutch people?

If you have not exhausted these remedies on the basis that their application would be unduly prolonged,
that they would not be effective, that they are not available to you, or for any other reason, please
explain your reasons in detail:
Further remedies are impossible without a force greater than the Dutch state and Queen. No
Lawyer is willing to help with this main case also, making it impossible for Hans to find more
legal actions. Hans Smedema can never alone find more proof when the Dutch state itself hides
and deletes all the evidence. They should simply open their files, which will proof all that has been
stated here!
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Former Ambassador Paul Bremer warned Hans Smedema, that America would have to help the
Netherlands when asked to do so, because it was politically approved! That must mean it was
NOT yet asked on June 14th 1996, but must have been asked afterwards! This fact must be
possible to find and could proof my case?
The Judge Jeroen van Bruggen in the Libel case on February 9th 2009 against Hans Smedema
refused to have a DNA test done, which could easily proof the case of Hans Smedema. If Hans
himself does another test, he knows from all the other tests, that the Dutch have permission from
the Queen and Politicians, to falsify the test again! Probably using his wife for a false reason. But
she wants to know, what happened also and would want therapy. See her written statement!
Have you submitted the same matter for examination under another procedure of international
investigation or settlement (e.g. the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the European Court
of Human Rights, or the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights)?
Without the help from a Lawyer, Hans Smedema himself brought the case before the European
Court for Human Rights in a document December 9 th 2005 stating it was psychological torture!
On May 11th 2006 they told him they would not investigate, based on articles 34 and 35 of the
treaty. Not enough legal done inside the Netherlands! But that is impossible without any Lawyer,
and with all evidence deleted or hidden by the Dutch state itself. The conspiracy itself makes sure
Hans will never be able to have enough evidence, or legal help, which even could be forbidden.
But Hans himself knows about almost all of this conspiracy now, making the denials, refusals and
betrayal, cruel mistreatment and also degrading treatment. Cordon Sanitary and Orwellian.
If so, detail which procedure(s) have been, or are being, pursued, which claims you have made, at
which times, and with which outcomes:
Claims I made are stated above already, but most important I made the statement this was all
‘Psychological torture and mistreatment’! See the translated Claim.
The European court stated in their denial that they did that according to article 28 of the treaty,
because article 34 and 35 has not been met. The decision was made in accordance with article 53
part 2. See the translation of this document.

IV.

Facts of the complaint

Detail, in chronological order, the facts and circumstances of the alleged violations. Include all matters
which may be relevant to the assessment and consideration of your particular case. Please explain how
you consider that the facts and circumstances described violate your rights.
The facts known of the violations are as follows and almost exactly the information given in
Miami for the Asylum case before Judge Rex Ford, who confirmed it being torture, but needing
more proof of the Dutch Government being behind this all. But that proof will never come,
without help and an investigation! Both the Dutch and America know that the Dutch
Government is behind this! So why didn’t I get Asylum?
Also important to know is the fact this unbelievable story has become so complex and long, it can
only in full be told in a book. Part 1 and 2 are ready (600 pages) and are in fact my written legal
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statement (!), but not yet translated because of lack of funding. The Dutch still refuse to give an
advance to defend myself!
So in the following I can only give the most important pieces of information, which I think is
important in this case of ‘Convention against Torture’. Although it would be much better if a
Lawyer was ordered to investigate and look this case over to make sure it is done legally right!
Question: What happened.
How it started and the aim of the conspiracy:
1. Family end of 1972 found out we both had amnesia and severe suppression from severe
abuse and trauma. My girlfriend and later wife could be abused without her
remembering it afterwards. She then had a double or emotional personality. Instead of
having us treated they decided to keep everything covered up as talking to us about it was
impossible. Justice department will maybe have asked for written documents.
2. My brother Johan Smedema asked me to sign a blank paper stating it would help me
later, which was a lie! He refused to tell me for what it was needed and later February 1st
2004 simply denied the existence. I made everything up!
3. After they discovered I was made infertile (in 1972 by the rapist) and the first child was
not mine in 1975, two men tried to murder me in Zeist Motel. Police was involved warned
by a woman. Files are not available anymore.
4. They had me forced to sign another document while being drugged and tortured (a
witness went to the police) by psychiatrist Onno van der Hart also in 1975.
5. I was lured to appear before a political committee (intelligence?), thinking it was for my
normal job and signage projects. Again I was drugged making it impossible to think
clearly, and a witness politician Nel Veder-Smit voted against all and made sure the total
committee knew I was drugged, and thought I was there for a big signage project.
Probably they did all this to make sure I would never be able to proof my case when my
memory would come back. And psychiatrist Onno van der Hart knew, my memory would
come back one day, as it always does. By keeping everyone from telling me and having all
proof deleted or manipulated, I would mentally break and get even more severe PTSS.
Making even surer I would never succeed in proving this.
6. My wife still thinks I am insane, although she has a double of emotional personality and
can be still abused at will, without her being able to warn anyone afterwards in her
normal personality. In her double personality she could be forced by her ‘masters’ to
make statements with police, which she would normally NOT do and knows nothing
about afterwards! This is crucial, but police refuses to give me any information so I
cannot act or fight against it.
7. But psychiatrists refuse to treat her, stating I am insane! Even trying to have me treated
by force in a mental institution! This caused me to stop asking them for help.
8. So the aim must be to cover up all wrong decisions and in fact criminal acts being a
violation of most of the Human Rights.
9. I am denied the rights to file charges against any rapist or abusers, but the rapist are
allowed to complain and so I am already sentenced without even having a lawyer present!
10. No lawyers are willing or allowed (?) to legally help me. I asked hundreds (from January
2004) to no avail.
11. Probably the Queen was asked to sign a special ruling, and this fact could be a big reason
for the cover up.
In the Dutch book ‘Fighting the unknown’ part 1 – Scrupulous betrayal, everything is written in
detail. The part 2 – Impossible Flashbacks is ready but needs editing. Part 3 will take two or three
months to finish.
The book is in fact both my Diary and Autobiography. Also it is my written legal statement about
what has happened.
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General summary, only the most important items:
1. My girlfriend in 1972 got severely abused and raped during whole 1972 after being drugged
with memory blocking stuff. Later as the drug was too expensive she was tortured to be a sex
slave and developed (on purpose) a double or emotional personality. She would normally be
Person1 and after some force, or simply being with her ‘master’ became the second Person2.
Afterwards getting normal again. When she was with me, she was normal and so I and her
family didn’t know this at first.
2. I, Hans Smedema as her boyfriend in 1971/72, was in the way of the abuser and homeowner
Jan van Beek too much and drugged also, causing me to get severe suppression for everything
involved with her abuse and rape. So I didn’t know anything about these abuses and in fact
rape of her. Although being drugged with a memory loss forcing drug, I did know something
as turned out much later when my memory started coming back slowly in March 2000.
3. The perpetrator Jan van Beek now had a girl who he could let do anything he wanted and
after being fired(stealing to much drugs) he had her ‘work(sex)’ for him to earn him an
income. He found out that making rapemovies (and even worse, follow the money) was very
lucrative. The rapemovies were also sold to the USA. They were made in 1972, 1973, 1974 and
1978/9, maybe in between also. To prevent her from getting pregnant, he put a broken coil in
her womb, not visible from the outside. It was found by a physician, but is not in the medical
files anymore.
4. Only at the end of 1972 or beginning of 1973 the family discovered that something was wrong
with their daughter and asked me if I knew. I didn’t, but fainted, as my subconscious (causing
the selective amnesia and suppression) did know! So the Family with physicians and the
Justice department decided to cover all up, as we both denied to know anything and
suppressed all instantly with selective amnesia. We married without being told my wife could
be raped at will without knowing afterwards! So she never could file charges or fight against
it. And I was unable to fight the criminals also with my instant suppression of all abuse. We
both were completely defenseless!
5. This of course made her even more helpless and defenseless against even more criminals and
rapist, who heard this from other criminals and family members. We still were not to know
and the fact my wife could be raped at will was not (!) a reason for our Family, Physicians or
Justice department to give us a simple psychiatric treatment! For me this could have been
done in weeks, for my wife with severe dissociation longer. On the contrary, a scrupulous
psychiatrist Onno van der Hart was asked to make sure my wife and later I were not treated
and kept unaware of all rape and abuses.
6. Rapist Jan van Beek knew I didn’t know anything about my wife being raped and
suppressing instantly, and still was the ‘master’ of my wife. So he phoned my wife two or
three days after being married on February 23th 1973 and she was commanded by him to tell
me she had to work at the Rabo Bank for some weeks. The job she had before we married,
but was cancelled by her earlier. She ‘worked’ almost two weeks, being forced to having sex
with men, before her mother found out and with the Police rescued her again. Her parents
together with Police brought her home, without telling me what happened. No warning to
look after her, no warning to put camera’s in place, no warning to keep everything locked, no
warning of the neighbors, no medical treatment, still nothing to help or aid us! Reason
unknown, but must be lies from psychiatrist Onno van der Hart and fear of the criminal acts
coming out in the news.
7. Rapist and ‘master’ of my wife Jan van Beek, had sex with my wife a lot, after contacting her
and because she would follow up all his commands. She told him when I was away and he
would have sex with her a lot. A physician found the coil in her womb and took it away,
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leaving us wondering who put it there, as she used pills for birth control! We both didn’t
know about the abuse and cover up. Suppression made the broken coil forgotten in moments!
8. In 1974 rapist Jan van Beek drugged us in our own home and made a rapemovie from her
again. Neighbors heard her scream and warned the Police, who came and followed the
criminals, but the movie or video was already gone. As we were not to know (!), they covered
all up and didn’t tell or warn us! So the rapes also went on and on of course.
9. She got in total six pregnancies and three children from abusers, while we still thought I was
the father! My wife still thinks because of the cover up and conspiracy that I am the father of
all three children, making my life and hers a torture. She now even wants to divorce me,
based on the conspiracy and betrayal of all involved. But I can protect her better and give
more money being still legally married. But we now live separate, as the two realities would
make us fight each other, and I don’t want that to happen. So Hans lives now alone in Spain
and his defenseless wife unknowingly in Netherlands.
10. Somebody tried to murder me in 1975 in Motel Bunnik near the town Zeist, just after our
first child, and when they discovered I was made infertile and it was not mine. A
witness/woman warned the Police about the drug being put in my glass several times, but I
was gone (commanded!), as were the criminals. The glass contained a drug that could make
your memory fail and could cause a heart attack was a few days later in Dutch newspaper
‘The Telegraaf’.
11. In 1975 when the child turned out not to be mine (which fact was never told to us!) and the
murder attempt failed, psychiatrist Onno van der Hart was asked to treat me and make sure
he got a signed document from me, probably stating I gave him all the rights to act for me
and over me when my wife was involved. As I refused several times to sign anything, he
drugged me twice with a memory blocking drug and tortured me with stuff about my wife
and the trauma he knew (!) I had. An assistant made sure she saw all and went to the Police,
but with my amnesia and the memory losing drug he used, I was unable to proof her story.
Together with more colleagues they had filed a complaint before (!) the act itself, knowing it
was very bad for both of us, with the board of the GGZ (Dutch Health organization) but it
was denied. The woman witness even came in the evening with her boyfriend to my house in
‘t Harde, but my wife sent them away, not believing the strange story. Only Media attention
can bring this witness up, or of course the Police file about her trying to file charges! But that
will be deleted, or may not be used for unknown reasons.
12. In the end of 1975 or 1976 my brothers lured me into a special political committee thinking it
was for my job and a signage project. Again two security men secretly gave me a drink with a
memory blocking drug, so I would afterwards not know what happened and could not fight
what was discussed. Your memory almost stops. Warned by my mother in law, a woman
politician Nel Veder-Smit, tried to stop them and made sure all knew I was unaware of all
that happened and thought I was there for my job. Also she made sure all members knew I
was drugged, but she was outvoted she told me. I should come to her for help when my
memory came back, but the VVD Liberal party of which she was a member refuses any
contact about this case, although I was a member for 30 years together with my wife!
13. Probably the Queen had to sign a special ruling to make all this cover up and abnormal
behavior from the Justice department and Police and so, possible. I remember my mother in
or around 1973 speaking very rewarding about her and one day leaving with special new
clothes and more, and me not allowed to know where they were going! But I was 25 years old
at the time! Why not simple therapy?
14. In 1980 they(who?) made two attempts to kill me again without success, but succeeded in the
last one, to murder my Neighbor Cees van ‘t Hoog, who did some investigating working for a
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Newspaper in the town Zwolle. Nobody suspected anything and they thought he had a heart
attack. He came too close according to rapist Jan van Beek who in 1977 told me(confessed)
everything what happened from December 1971 until 1978 or so. He did sent me a stack of
photo’s he made of all the abuse of my girlfriend, but they were torn up by my wife, while I
fainted seeing some of them. Also just after the murder, he phoned again. Jan told me some
people from Intelligence did it just as they tried to murder me in Zeist where my heart started
to cause difficulties also!
15. In 1983 or so I did business with the 97th General Army Hospital in Frankfurt Germany and
the Captain Al Rust found out that I knew nothing(amnesia and suppression) about a BIG
Dutch Intelligence file about me. Intelligence made a copy, but the Dutch deleted the
electronic file almost instantly(within 3 days). Why? I was unofficially outside the gate
interrogated. Al Rust, his manager Logistics and two men from Intelligence were present.
Most of the time Klaus Maurers an employee of my German Company(50% mine and 50%
my brother Marinus) was present also. They asked if I knew that the three children were not
mine, about the fact this psychiatrist Onno van der Hart had treated me, we both were
involved in porn movies, Police was involved in 1972 and later, and they found out I instantly
suppressed all they told me! So proof of my amnesia and severe suppression. Too bad this was
unofficial to be able to give the contract for signage for the Hospital as they needed it badly
and this big file and problems were not foreseen. I had told them I had nothing to do with
Police or Justice of course, which was MY truth at that moment. But now it turns out they
were right!
16. When applying in 1986 for CEO of a Dutch Company, daughter of Baker Brothers in
Stoughton, near Boston, Massachusetts, and entering around June 1st the USA in New York, I
was interrogated because of the questions and remarks in the Intelligence System of
Immigration put there by Al Rust. He had become employee of Military Intelligence because
of his interest in my bizarre and cruel case. He then lived near Chicago, had become Major
and just kept an eye out for me, in case I needed help.
17. I only got the position of CEO in the Netherlands because Al Rust made sure the company
knew that I, Hans Smedema, was the victim, not the criminal involved in porn. They were
warned by the CIA for me. But when my wife had unwillingly sex with an employee because
of the cover up and conspiracy of the Dutch state, I was fired and Baker Brothers had to pay
80.000 guilders damages. During the verbal court session (Number 337/87) a CEO from
Baker Brothers showed the three judges a letter from the CIA about me having been involved
with porn movies. The Judge knew I had amnesia and was a victim! So a lot must know
exactly what happened to me, but still keep silent until this very day! In the verdict they left
out all crucial stuff about the cover up! The whole verbal and crucial session was left out!
Also my Lawyer Gerrit Han did hide some information for me and had as specialty Law of
Governmental employees! And I was an Entrepreneur so it should have been another.
18. So Baker Brothers then sued Al Rust for giving wrong and bad information (which was not
true) and the State, People or Military took over the case he told me. The scrupulous Dutch
state and/or Justice department were of course asked by Al Rust and his special lawyer to
provide evidence, but refused to tell the truth and simply proof the case of the innocent Al
Rust. Al Rust could not proof his case from jail and had to sell his house to pay Baker
Brothers and needed help from his wife’s parents in Harlingen, Texas. Again torture and
mistreatment!
19. On January 12th 1991 when I was at a Commercial Club in Leeuwarden, Netherlands, my
wife got raped by two men, friend from rapist Hans van der Heide, who again was a friend of
my brother Ruud, who must have told him about my wife being defenseless. Rotary friends
from Leeuwarden-Zuid(South) noticed and another Rotary friend Mr. Ruud Rosingh who by
luck was the head prosecutor started an investigation after they found out me and my wife
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both didn’t know anything afterwards(I saw it myself!) about this rape by two men. Proving
the amnesia and severe suppression. He was instantly called to go to the highest Dutch
College, the College Procureurs Generaal in The Hague, and was ordered to stop the
investigation. They had a letter from a Smedema, which must have been my brother Johan
from the town Gennep. So the rapist went free, as always because of the conspiracy and
refusal to investigate or prosecute any abuser or rapist from 1973 onwards. These sex abuses
had happened much more before of course. Still no medical help, or legal help, nothing at all
for both of us. We still knew nothing at all and were helpless and defenseless. And all the
extra trauma’s caused more and more suppression, which was what the psychiatrist Onno
van der Hart wanted to keep everything covered up! The more traumas the longer of course
it would take to get back our memory.
20. A journalist from Rotary made a critical article about stopping the investigation about the
rape of my wife and it was published in the Leeuwarder Courant, but immediately the
publisher had to make a fake article and this paper was printed at night, with almost nobody
present. I heard it was from and paid by the Justice department and they appealed on the
state security as a reason! This could only be true if the Queen and high level officials were
involved in this conspiracy. We had nothing to do with the State security! I heard the witness
and member of the Board of Leeuwarder Courant was killed in a car accident as was George
Baker in America who was also a witness! Also my neighbor Cees van’t Hoog was killed in a
car accident and I myself almost! Rapist Jan van Beek stated and confessed to me, Cees was
murdered and the attempt against me failed because a woman warned the police.
21. In the mean time Al Rust survived in Harlingen Texas and became manager of Sears(or
something similar) and was able to meet a high level politician in 1996 who helped him. In
that time ambassador Paul Bremer in the Netherlands was asked to check his statement and
talked to me on June 14th 1996 in the Great Industrial Club in Amsterdam at 18.30. A man
named Floris Kappelle(his card still available) made the special arrangement with me without
me knowing it was to meet Paul Bremer secretly! Could have been secret CIA operation?
Paul Bremer found out I still knew nothing and instantly forgot things he said about the
abuse of my wife. Proving all Al Rust had told about me, including still my suppression for all
about the abuse of my poor wife. Paul Bremer warned me America would have to legally help
the Dutch when asked to. Only asking for Political Asylum and becoming American would
protect me. So Al Rust could get the copy of the Dutch deleted file from the 97 th General
Army Hospital Frankfurt Germany and now quickly reopened his case. He now won his case
and the Dutch deleted files were destroyed in 1996 or 97. He was paid his full salary for
almost all the years and bought a brick house in Rangerville west near Harlingen in Texas.
He told me it was front page news and when he went to church suddenly people who never
paid any attention, now greeted him.
22. His daughter Zoicite went in 1998 or 1999 to the Netherlands on a Rotary exchange from
Harlingen High school to Drachten Netherlands where she knew Hans Smedema lived. But
when she tried to warn and talk to the Dutch Rotary members about what had happened to
her family and Al Rust because of the amnesia and severe suppression of Hans Smedema, she
was not believed and left very angry the Netherlands after six weeks or so. When normally it
would take almost a full year. She talked to me at the door, but with my amnesia I didn’t
understand it then. But with her help and from another witness Elise Boers, see below, my
memory at last came back in March 2000. In that time Al Rust left Texas and Harlingen for
the south of Florida. He sometimes worked with Paul Bremer he told me.
23. An employee, Elise B. of my brother Mr. Johan Smedema warned me in 1999 for him. Telling
and warning me my brother betrayed me by working together with the Justice department
and a secret service to keep the cover up going and making sure all proof of this conspiracy
was manipulated or deleted. So when my memory came back, I could never proof my case.
She told me my children were not mine also. And until now she was right, as was Al Rust who
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also warned me to come to the USA and ask for Political Asylum and first become American.
Only after being an American I could get help and be protected from the Dutch state and the
conspiracy against me and my poor wife.
24. In or around 1999 Al Rust sent me a document of 30 pages, with his full statement about all
what he knew about my case and his sentence, and appeal. It contained all information about
the court cases, numbers, Judges, his statements, and more, but with my severe suppression I
was unable to read it, but he forced me to put and hide it somewhere, where I could find it
afterwards. I hide it between my bookkeeping software and data, but the secret service found
the files, as they investigated all the administration, and when I found out later, the CD’s
were all gone! And I have nowhere to go to file charges against them for hiding crucial
evidence which was official mine!
25. I also think I know where my wife’s parents hided the photo’s of the abuse they bought from
Jan van Beek around 1976, but I have nobody to turn to. The Police and Justice will make
sure they are destroyed instantly! So I can never get them! Only another state, and with
Police men from another country, I could have a look if they are still there, but it is now
getting very late after many years past. I cannot trust the Dutch Police and so anymore!
26. My memory came slowly back in March 2000, but because of the conspiracy and cover up, all
denied. So I thought I was getting insane and psychiatrist even declared me paranoid or
schizophrenic. But it looks as if they know about my wife, so only betray me. A test from the
University of Groningen confirmed I was over average intelligent, not paranoid, not
schizophrenic at all, and the story could be true indeed, but maybe having ‘Delusional
Disorder’ DSM IV if(!) what I told them was not true. They are not detectives and police
should investigate, but refuse to or are not allowed of course.
27. But her sister Klazien J. already told me I was right, but was not willing to state it openly. She
told me also she did this to protect my wife against me! Which is very strange, when looking
at what all happened to my wife, and me trying to solve the problem and protecting my wife
also, all alone?
28. Police refused to take my filing in April 2000 and even better with much more information in
April 2004, for the crimes, probably because it was not allowed by the Justice Department.
All normal organizations refused to investigate or help me. A Sanitary Cordon was put up
around me, making sure I stood completely alone and isolated. In the document I handed to
Police detective on April 27th 2004 I mentioned this to be psychological torture! And in fact
did in most documents.
29. And from January 2004 until now, NO lawyer was willing to help me with this big case. I
asked and pleaded with hundreds, but to no avail. After hearing how complex this is they
probably think he is insane and refuse the case. But by doing so making any defense
impossible. The cover up is making hard proof impossible. Even forcing a lawyer did not
help. He stated he did not believe me and wanted more proof, which is impossible with the
state conspiracy against me. Completely against all Human Rights, as is all that happened
and still is happening to us.
30. No politicians are willing to grant me an appointment and all refuse to help me out. And this
is crucial while this cover up and conspiracy is politically approved and you have to know
where to look and how it can be stopped! According to American Al Rust this can only be
stopped on a Ministerial level!
31. I filed a complaint with the Ministry of Justice about refusing an investigation, but they
stated to know nothing about this case.
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32. I filed a civil complaint with the Court for an art. 12 procedure to order by Court an
investigation, but it was denied based on not enough evidence. I was NOT allowed to see what
was in the Police dossier! So defense against that was impossible. For sure without still a
Lawyer! Remember all this was done by me, without legal knowledge!
33. I filed a complaint with the European Court of Human Rights in 2006, but they denied me the
right to do so, stating I had not used all legal possibilities! But without a lawyer(they refuse!),
and the conspiracy in full force, that is impossible for me. And without enough money it is
also impossible to get enough proof, while the state uses millions of unknowing tax-payers to
make sure I will not succeed by proving anything. And why should I proof what is already
known by the Dutch state?
34. In 2008 I filed a complaint with the Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security
Services(CTIVD), and got a hearing. Without a lawyer, I could talk to this Judge and she told
me she was a personal friend of the old ambassador Paul Bremer. Between the lines she told
me I was right on and the victim of a scrupulous conspiracy from the Dutch state itself. She
told me also it was all a violation of Human Rights. She told me she could only advise but the
politicians and Ministry of Internal affairs could refuse to stop this conspiracy. And they did
deny everything a bit later. So the politicians must have refused to put an end to this
conspiracy and torture. Or the AIVD indeed was kept out of this conspiracy? But hard to
believe with America and State security involved!
35. In 2007 I started my Blog and in December of 2007 I got so angry by the continued cover up
and nothing happening now for 7 years, I named some rapist and fathers of the children, and
Family members by name.
36. In 2008 I was ordered to appear before the Police on March 21 2008, but not much was told.
Only that there were complaints about the full names on my Blog. I gave him a lot of
information, and the names of the fathers/rapist, witnesses, and much more. I could not get a
copy of the statement and I again asked several lawyers to assist me, but nobody was willing!
Maybe they were not allowed or maybe thought I was insane as the cover up tried to make
sure.
37. Only on January the 7th 2009 I found out that I had to appear before a Police Judge on the 9 th
of February 2009, still not knowing what the reason was and what was investigated about all
the documents I gave the Police detective Bolier in Drachten. But with the summon two
lawyers were willing to assist only with the case of libel, slander and insult, not(!) with the
cause(!) of everything, the big case of the conspiracy, which is stupid because I would lose!
One had to stop after a week because my wife was a complainant, and another was only
interested in his money and refused to help without it. Only on January 20th we got the police
file! In the one week left, (prosecutor had almost a full year!)I was unable to get enough
funding and a good Lawyer with enough time, and was put before the Dutch Police Judge
without any lawyer present! I was not allowed to have more time and finding a good lawyer
with a so complex case(hundreds of documents now), was not allowed to plead my case, could
not hear several witnesses I put in writing in time, have an thorough investigation about the
DNA test of one of the complainants and in fact rapist, with lots of witnesses and more. When
I thought it was going to start, I already was sentenced to 50 hours of service and three
months conditionally, and pay 1500 euro to a rapist, and others and 2350 euro to the criminal
who raped my wife for a year around 1979 and who is the father of our youngest child.
Without(!) legal help and with all investigations forbidden, anyone is defenseless in the
Netherlands.
38. But with this info a famous lawyer Mr. Bram Moszkowicz told me he would help me with an
appeal with a higher court. But after a week or two, three, no good communication between
him and me happens anymore. And an appointment with his brother Max Moszkowicz to
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start a claim of two million or more against the Dutch state, was suddenly cancelled hours
before we would meet. He would make a new appointment, but no further appointment is
made, and even e-mailing and asking what happened, doesn’t give a reply anymore. So the
cover up or conspiracy must have commanded him to stop helping me with the main case,
probably again using the state security (Queen?) as a reason? He will do the Appeal case of
course, but how can we ever win this case, when not looking at the total case?
39. This all had me earlier deciding to ask for political asylum in the USA. I will never get an
honest trial by any court in the Netherlands, while the secret service is secretly making all
proof disappearing with millions of taxpayers’ money. No media were ever interested in this
story, only a minor article about me being sentenced, but without any name, or even initials
and not telling the Dutch people about me not having a lawyer present, no witnesses possible,
no investigation possible, no pleading, nothing. So deliberate attempt to keep the Dutch
people unknown of this bizarre crime against two innocent victims.
40. So I went back to Spain and flew from Madrid to ask on April 20 th 2009 on the Miami
Airport Florida for Political Asylum with the I-589 form which I had prepared based on the
Convention of Torture and specific mistreatment. I spent 28 weeks in the BTC Broward
Transitional Center in Pompano Beach, Florida. But was deported back on November 4th
2009 to the Netherlands where I arrived on the 5th, because Judge Rex Ford had not enough
proof the Dutch Government was behind this. Which evidence is largely available in the
Netherlands with lots of Governmental Officials of course!
41. On December 1st 2010 I again moved to Spain, because I cannot and will not live in the
Netherlands anymore. Living together with my wife is impossible, as everything I do to proof
my case, she will try to stop, thinking wrongly I am insane. Inhuman and degrading for both
of us! I also moved our pension money to Switzerland, to make sure the Dutch state and
rapist/claimants cannot get to it easily and will have to fight for it. Also I expect to be sued in
a civil case by the rapist who have a defenseless victim without a Lawyer and a secret service
hiding all evidence!
42. On March 8th 2010 I declared myself Independent from the Dutch law and Government,
based on a situation almost equal to the American Declaration of Independence. The
statement is on My Blog hanssmedema.eu and on hanssmedema.com. The reasons are
remarkably similar with a Queen involved! I will no longer accept Dutch law and refuse to go
the Netherlands when ordered so by Dutch Judges. I will then ask for Political Asylum again
in Spain, or in Switzerland because of Geneva and the UN. Or any other country that will
protect me against the corrupt Dutch State who is betraying her own citizens in this case!
43. On the same Blog I compared the famous France Dreyfuss affair with my case, and my case
wins hands down!
44. On March 20th 2010 I posted J’Accuse the Dutch State, and on March 23th 2010 I posted
J’Accuse the Royal Dutch house. In both I make the case for High treason against the Dutch
people! This could be 5 years in prison, if not more, but I have nothing to lose anymore. And I
want to force them to act and with that try to end this conspiracy. They can simply do
nothing, but I have to act to stop this torture for me and my poor wife. She has now
threatened to commit suicide two times, cries a lot and can’t have a normal life anymore.
45. In April 2010 I post making the case for Human Rights violations, Violations against the
Convention of Torture, and point to the fact that the Dutch state, has according to both the
Human Rights and Convention against Torture, no good case and should have helped me
proving this case. Only International Judges, can judge in this special case. I want to present
this case to the Committee for the Convention against Torture.
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Examples of manipulating or falsifying of proof:
Some important documents are added as evidence further below!
1. A DNA test September 29th 2003 with GeneTree in the USA with samples from the three
children, my wife and myself, turned out to proof(!) me being the father. While Al Rust his
manager Logistics in Frankfurt said the Dutch file he got mentioned the three children were
not mine. Also Elise B. did read in the secret Dutch files at my brother Johan Smedema, that
the three children were not mine. They don’t look mine at all also and have a completely
different character. And on top of that all three fathers have stated(confessed), they probably
must be the fathers. Jan van Beek, Jan de Vries and Rieks P. This must certainly be true
when I was indeed made infertile as two urologists now told me. And many more points, see
below.
2. A surgeon Mr. Hermsen from Hospital Nij Smellinghe in Drachten asked me how I got this
badly stitched scar right between my legs, and told me it could not be from birth, as he could
see it must have been at a mature age. And now I know from the flashbacks it was made by
Jan van Beek in 1972, to make sure I could never get any children, and he instead could have
children with my girlfriend, later wife.
3. But later September 18th 2003 when I asked about this scar, another surgeon, Mr. Van
Looyen from the same hospital, suddenly called it normal skin damage which every men had!
Just before I had it removed by burning. He in fact directed me to the Dermatologist.
Although all men have an embryonic something sometimes visible a bit, but never looking like
a badly stitched scar from an experienced(!) surgeon. But mine even had to be removed
(burned) because with aging a scar(!) becomes harder and it started bleeding when walking a
lot in hot weather. So he lied! Why? Asked by whom?
4. When in November 3th 2005 I had this scar burned away, the dermatologist De Groot from
the same hospital had a police photographer make secretly(!) a photo from it before. He put
something before my eyes and stated I could better not see this! Afterwards suddenly nobody
was willing to state it was a scar, and proving outside manipulation with me. They try to hide
the fact I was made infertile for me and my wife.
5. An Urologist Smorenburg investigated me January 19th 2006 and stated in writing both my
funicles had a gap at an unusual place at the testicles itself. He suggested (!) an invasive
investigation to proof this, but afterwards suddenly refused to investigate anything anymore.
Probably because now the conspiracy knew about this being done, and commanded him
not(!) to investigate anything anymore. He did test my sperm and they stated there were
enough cells in it. But if they could ‘swim’, was not tested and I know the conspiracy can have
the outcome manipulated like they did with all other attempts to proof my case. Also I think
during an earlier Surgery, which should have taken a few minutes, they could have repaired
one of my testicles, so I could never proof, I was infertile! One of the nurses told me that this
Surgery took over 2,5 hours! Later in Spain an Urologist told me one testicle was closed, but
the other looked to be open! This could confirm this! The conspiracy go’s for any possibility
to make sure I can NEVER proof my case! Cost is no object! Millions of euro’s must this have
been costing already!
6. So I asked for a MRI scan at DiaSana in Mill and talked to radiologist Frank Kemper. Yes
the scar would be visible and the ‘gaps’ in both funicles also. He liked the special case and
insisted to do this by himself, but after arriving on May 17th 2006 , he suddenly(!) had to leave
just before me being the last client(!), as was the assistant who was changed for someone else
and an old man not belonging in the computer room, watched over everybody. He stated
weeks later that nothing was visible, but at least the scar should have been visible, as the gap
in both funicles. So probably the state has hired the MRI scan and made sure radiologist
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Frank Kemper was shown a fake scan from somebody with normal working genitals. There
must be a Royal approval to falsify all evidence.
7. When I first met my new home or family physician Mr. Lefering in 1978, he mentioned a
(secret, only to open when emotional things would happen) letter telling him about the
children not being mine, and that the Rabo Bank Health insurance, where she indeed worked
in 1972 when all happened, would pay for all costs involving my wife. But later of course he
denied everything, telling he forgot and there was no file!
8. But in the old card file from 1975(physician Hogen Esch) was the fact(!) that I went to Zeist
and on the way back had to have a cardio investigation in a Hospital for my heart. This is in
fact confirming the murder attempt on me in that year.
9. In 1979 my brother Marinus and Joop de Boer after being warned by my daughter Ilse and
secretary Stella van Arkel, caught rapist Rieks P. on top of my wife and knocked him of the
stairs. This caused a blood trail on the wall which we didn’t understand at all with our
suppression and amnesia. I told this to the Police in 2004, but they were and still are not
interested! But this puts the claimant Rieks P. on the scene of our house! And he stated he
never was in our house! Again confirming the conspiracy against us!
10. Also this conspiracy group knew I was made infertile and the children were not mine from
the first child in 1975, but in 1980 she got pregnant from neighbor Jaap D. being asked by
family to look after my defenseless wife! But we were not warned and until now the Police
and Justice department deny my case. But they should have charged the rapist in 1980
knowing it could not have been mine but only from an abuser as my wife never had sex with
another man, she thinks! Where are the files and investigations? This man Jaap D. now
charged me and I was sentenced(with any defense) to pay him 1500 euro! Also I have to do
service or 28 days in prison. And 3 months conditional prison! Pay to the rapist, who can be
proven guilty easily. One, Rieks P. is/must be the father of the youngest son and gets 2300 if
not much more later in a civil suit. And I am still defenseless! Even if there will be some
investigation, they will never tell the whole story, which is unacceptable to me. I want to
know the whole truth, and the Dutch people have the right and need to know that too.
11. The critical article in the newspaper Leeuwarder Courant February 1991 about my Rotary
friend Mr. Ruud Rosingh having to stop the investigation for the rape of my defenseless wife
by two men with two witnesses at the Oranje Hotel in Leeuwarden on January 12th 1991, was
later specially faked and put in the archives, knowing I would look for it after my memory
would come back. They hired the printing press at high cost and a lot of extra work. They
appealed for the state security being involved. But we have nothing to do with the security of
the state ourselves. So only the cover up itself and maybe the special ruling by the Queen can
be the real reason. I heard that the member of the board who knew about this, had a strange
car accident? And I know they kill by making it appear a car accident and a heart attack!
They tried with me 3 times, and my neighbor died like that, which was murder according to
Jan van Beek!
12. In both April 2000 and more to the point in April 2004 I tried to file charges with the Police,
but they denied me the right! No investigation was done, stating that it is too bizarre and
unbelievable. But a simple DNA test could have proven my story for a big part. And all the
fathers were known by that second time and a lot of witnesses. So like with Mr. Ruud Rosingh
they refused to give approval for an investigation! It is not allowed to protect somebody!
13. No lawyers are willing or allowed to help me legally. In January 2004 I got 80-100%
incapacitated from all the denials and had to live from an insurance payment. When asking
for help from lawyers nobody was willing to help. Most had no time(!), which is impossible
for 5 years now, others never worked for victims, and some told me it was to complex and
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difficult. Even forcing one, didn’t work out. Going to two higher courts (Raad and Hof of
Discipline), to get a lawyer, didn’t work either. And until this very day no lawyer is willing to
help. Probably because they are not allowed to help, being forced by the appeal for the state
security.
14. Police should be able to find the many files from some of the abuses, and specific the murder
attempt on me in Zeist in 1975. Also around 1983 during the interrogation outside the gate of
the 97th General Army Hospital Germany, the manager logistics mentioned the fact that there
were police files about me and they were involved in 1972 when my wife was with this rapist
Jan van Beek. I got a guy from intelligence from the Hospital earlier asking questions and
asking about me and my girlfriend being involved with the police also. So somebody is
deleting those files, or they keep them hidden from me. The files intelligence saw in 1983 were
deleted instantly also. Why?
15. Mr. A. Moszkowicz a famous lawyer took my appeal case after I talked to Audrey Wollfs, but
suddenly they stop communicating at all! This must be the fact they are not allowed to give
me legal aid. I must have been put outside the normal Dutch rights and Human International
Rights.
16. When asking a clients organization for help several times, once an American woman named
Diana, was astonished to hear my story about nobody helping out and she was willing to help
me. But when phoning her next week, she was not allowed to help me and pointed to a man
sitting opposite her as the reason she could not help! Al most sure somebody from
intelligence?
17. After being pointed by the Ministry of Internal affairs to the possibility of asking the National
Ombudsman to investigate this case, this organization refuses to investigate, stating it is
beyond their official powers. But two weeks later did the same for Mr. de Roy van
Zuydenwijn! And after being pointed by the Ministry itself, that it could be done!
18. In 1999 the American former Military Intelligence man Al Rust now having won his case,
sent me a big document of 30 pages, about all that had happened to him with the first lawsuit
he lost, the names of the Judges, his asking for help from the Dutch Government, getting the
secret deleted file from Germany and reopening his case, the names and numbers of the
Appeal case, and how he got paid damages. This crucial document has been deleted from my
computer and all CD’s disappeared! No contact is possible with Al anymore in America.
America refuses to open up those files about the two court cases about MY(and my wife’s)
files! Those court cases prove my case also! Why hide that crucial information? Old
Ambassador Paul Bremer told me in 1996 that if the Dutch asked America for help with this
cover up and conspiracy, they would have to do that! This must be the case! America should
inform the Committee about that request!
Examples of Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment:
1. Conspiracy itself. 1972 – Now! The Dutch state has put up a cover up and/or conspiracy to
keep applicant Hans Smedema from getting to know, what happened to him and his wife
from 1972 until now. The state refuses to stop with this inhuman and degrading treatment.
Physicians are ordered to lie about all proof like for instance a DNA test at GeneTree USA,
which was falsified and proved(wrong!) the three children were mine. A badly stitched scar
from secretly and illegally being made infertile in 1972 is suddenly normal skin damage in
2003. A MRI scan in 2006 to proof the scar and gap in the funicles, was falsified. When the
scar with aging had to be removed, a police photographer secretly made a photo. Witnesses
have to lie and deny everything what happened, etc. I am being looked at as a lunatic because
of that and have to proof everything I say. No lawyers believe me anymore, making me
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having to try and convince them, knowing it is all a big conspiracy from an Orwellian brother
Mr. Johan Smedema from Gennep together with the Dutch state and others. And all proof in
the mean time is manipulated or falsified by the Dutch state. Even my own wife thinks I am
insane. Lots of people on the internet tell me I am insane because they think the Dutch state
would never do such a thing. My income went back from 140.000 euro to 56.000 euro. And of
cause with much higher costs to proof things which in fact are known to the secret group
behind this! So why should I proof things again, which the state itself is manipulating and
hiding with millions of taxpayers’ money? And who are not allowed to know these facts?
2. Trauma’s for over 30 years! Because of the conspiracy to keep all crimes covered up and not
to prosecute any criminals, we both were helpless and defenseless against all abusers and
rapist of my wife. The trauma’s kept repeating and repeating of course, as nobody acted
against it by having us treated or take protective measures. That was the reason it took so
long for my memory to come back and the fact my wife still doesn’t know! It is all still very
traumatic and she can still be abused and still is commanded by her ‘masters’. One ‘master’,
a neighbor who abused her for 30 years, filed a complaint against me with the police and has
my own(!) wife charging me. She still doesn’t know, that this neighbor Jaap D. is her abuser
and legally seen, rapist! The Stockholm principle and her being brainwashed in 1972, makes
her his mental slave. And without help, and because of this conspiracy still going on, I can’t
help my own wife! She even goes to his birthday parties leaving me behind as being insane.
3. Children from rapist. The three children are not mine like my wife thinks and is told because
of the conspiracy, but from three different rapist. And three other pregnancies did not result
in children born. One of them was secretly put away by Jan van Beek in 1972, one secretly by
her sister Klazien in 1976 and one by herself in 1980 after getting pregnant from her neighbor
Jaap D. Nobody told us I was made infertile and we could never get children from our own.
So every pregnancy would always come from an abuser or legally seen a rapist. And the State
and police knew this, but never investigated her pregnancies!
4. Sex slave. My wife being made a sex slave in 1972 was never told to me or my poor helpless
and defenseless wife herself! So lots of rape movies and more must have been made and could
still be around as old illegal porn movies. They even used animals. Follow the money. With
her double or emotional personality she doesn’t understand what is happening to her. She
thinks I am insane and cries a lot. Sometimes I have to hear her cry softly all night! These are
personality changing circumstances, but nobody is willing to tell us the truth so we can start
to forget.
5. Being seen as insane. My own wife thinks I am insane and tells everybody. So I get isolated
and have to fight for my legal rights. Lawyers refuse to help me legally as they are not
allowed to help people who are insane. This makes it necessary for me first to proof I am right
and not insane. But the Dutch state makes sure I will never succeed doing so, by manipulating
all I try to proof. Police doesn’t take anything I said serious and after that it was impossible to
talk to them. They deny me the right to file charges against rapist and abusers. They only talk
to my wife now! Although I am the one with most knowledge! This is causing us heavy extra
costs on top of already less income. And being incapacitated with PTSS doesn’t make it easy
to proof anything. Going to a psychiatrist doesn’t help, they only declare me insane again. I
stopped going to and talking to psychiatrists. So my PTSS is not treated and getting worse
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and worse because of all denials and the Orwellian conspiracy! I am starting to react much to
angry. They try to mentally break me on purpose. If I break mentally, they have won!
6. High extra costs. Trying to proof my case is costing us lots of money. But fighting for peace of
mind for both of us, I must keep trying. Total costs for lawyers alone is around 25.000 euro
now. Writing the book, editing and printing, another 10.000 euro. Less income after 2003,
makes for a 100.000 a year, or until 2013 a 1.000.000 euro. Extra cost for travelling to talk to
lawyers without getting any legal help, and specific to Harlingen, Texas to try and find out
about Al Rust who lived there, makes for another 10.000 euro I think. Not counting lost hours
trying to figure out what happened and the torture we both feel since March 2000 when my
memory came slowly back. And how to value having children from rapist? 5 million damages
would be possible I think.
7. Publishing. To make sure I will win this battle against the scrupulous Dutch state, I publish
my diary in a Dutch (Google ‘Vechten tegen het onbekende’) and English Blog (Google
‘Fighting the unknown’) and write down all I find out about this conspiracy. To make sure
this will never happen again, and to help other innocent girls. What happened to us is very
new and unknown yet. So people should learn from our story. But the scrupulous Dutch
behind this conspiracy make sure nobody will ever learn from my story, until now. How
many other victims that could have been saved? But as everybody thinks I am insane, this
publishing makes my life and that of my poor wife almost impossible. Nobody dares to help
me anymore and all try to keep away from us. The rapist now could easily charge me of
accusing them, while the Dutch State keeps helping them and refusing to help me/us.
8. Being sentenced without a lawyer present! On February 9 th 2009 I was sentenced without
being allowed to defend myself with a lawyer. In the three weeks before we knew I was
summoned, it was impossible to find a lawyer who could defend me, and had enough time to
fully understand why this Blog of mine had to be published! Such a complex case can’t be
explained easily. And this case must undoubtedly be the most easily to proof case ever in
mankind? With three children not mine and a scar of being made infertile in 1972, this case
can be solved by any child above 7 years? That is, if outside the influence of the Dutch state or
group behind this conspiracy. Nobody is allowed to help me, or us.
9. Pay taxes. We have to pay taxes, but the same State has made sure my income went down
almost 70%. Also we now have to proof things that are known already by the state (secret
now), but proving it is costing us all our savings and much more. One could ask if this is
moral just or ethical?
10. Divorce? My wife and me are being betrayed so badly, we start fighting each other. No
marriage can stay pure and ethical, when both are lied to. Trust between each other is
necessary for a great marriage, but trust has been made impossible under these
circumstances. Live is a constant hell now, although we both would like to grow old together
and still feel we belong with each other.
11. Children? Hans would like to have children of his own as soon as possible, but this conspiracy
is making that impossible. What girl or woman would take paranoid or schizophrenic now
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old men of 62 years (52 when my memory came back), as the father of her children? Without
a financial compensation, it will be impossible I am afraid and it should be soon! If they had
confessed everything in March 2000, I could have had some children already! Legal, a
problem being still married, and not wanting to divorce also! But I could still have a child by
a couple not being able to, or woman, of even two lesbian woman? I assume they fixed
secretly at least one testicle? Not even sure yet! Everything is a big secret.
When talking to my friend Al Rust he told me earlier I should have to become American first to
be protected by the constitution and be able to get help. Old ambassador Paul Bremer also told
me; they would even have to help the Dutch because this conspiracy is made legal by the
politicians! All is based on fraud and betrayal, and after being drugged and tortured, so how can
such a thing be legal? And why is the Queen involved? She could easily stop this scrupulous cover
up making both our lives a constant torture. On June 14 th 1996 in Amsterdam Paul Bremer told
me I should ask for Political Asylum and they would take good care of me, as Al Rust and more
suffered also from this unethical and criminal behavior.
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Unprecedented!
1. Never in known history has a couple been abused and raped so severe they both got
suppression and selective amnesia for over 28 years! The wife still not believing it.
2. Never in history has a wife been abused and raped, get three children from abusers and
NOT knowing it herself! She still denies it as impossible! She has never been raped and
had only sex with me her husband, she thinks.
3. Never in known history has a family betrayed their own brother and sister so severe and
scrupulous, and consistently, that even after they found out, they chose to have the
husband be diagnosed as insane just for their own(!) sake.
4. Never before in known history has the Dutch State and government allowed two innocent
victims, a couple deeply in love, to be raped, abused, betrayed and mistreated for over 28
years and even beyond that until this very day. Have him declared insane. Not to save the
victims, but to save some high placed person, which could be the Queen?
5. Never in history were the victims of abuse and rape for over 28 years, not allowed to file
charges with the Police, telling them it is too unbelievable, while the Justice Department
itself knows about all of it!
6. When the wife became unwillingly pregnant from rapist and neighbor Jaap Duijs, just
after having a child, they didn’t investigate who was the rapist. Although they knew that
it could not be from me her husband and applicant for political asylum Hans Smedema.
Now is it too late to proof the rape anymore and Hans Smedema has to pay the rapist of
his wife damages, without even a lawyer present.
7. Very unusual is the fact that even lawyers are not allowed to help the victims, although
International Human Rights and normal ethics demand that. Most of them don’t believe
the story, because it is too unbelievable. Which is directly caused by the cover up from the
Dutch State?
8. Very rare also is the fact that this secret Dutch criminal organization lets the husband be
sentenced to pay the rapist and have him put in prison, knowing (other departments?) he
is innocent.
9. Never in Dutch history has a famous lawyer Mr. A.(Bram) Moszkowicz suddenly stopped
almost all communication with a paying client(10.000 euro!) without any explanation at
all. Not even after being warned his client would ask for Political Asylum in the USA in
days! This lawyer could be on TV any time he wants to and make this whole cover up and
conspiracy publicly known! But he chooses for being silent at the moment! Probably by
an appeal on the state security.
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So I am asking for:
1. Full opening of all files from the Dutch Government with publication of those so the Dutch
people can be informed and decide what to do.
2. Full investigation with hearing of all witnesses, Ministers and State officials.
3. Protection of me and my wife against the Dutch State or group behind this.
4. Demand that America opens up there large files about me and my wife, and American
Military CIA Official Al Rust.
5. When they refuse to open their files, a DNA test of all the children, together with the full
investigation of Hans Smedema being made infertile and maybe repaired partly. Including
the existence of the scar.
6. Prosecute and arrest all those criminals and people involved behind this conspiracy, including
the Prime Minister and Queen if necessary.
7. A good international lawyer who can start my claim against the Dutch state. Probably over 2
million euro and much more for others who suffered also.
8. Help trying to find American Al Rust and/or his family, who also suffered badly.
9. After more proof, having my wife treated against dissociation and an extra emotional
personality.
10. Full financial compensation! Which will have to be at least 2 million euro as that is only the
loss of income, but also others have suffered and should get compensation. This could easily
get to over 5 million euro. Hans also wants to get compensation to still get children of his own
and be able to offer a woman willing to do so, full compensation!
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Supplement
Additional information about my case
Applicants name: Hans Smedema

Signature:

Question: Afraid of being subjected to torture(mistreatment in my case) in my home country or
other country.
Yes! Below a bit more information on this.
1. I know now from April 2000 after my memory came back and I tried to talk to the Dutch
Police that this big cover up is going to continue forever. Normal civil rights are taken
away from me and a secret organization makes decisions over and for me and my still
defenseless wife. This was organized by our own family together with officials inside the
justice department, who all now deny these facts. She can’t get any medical treatment
unless the truth comes out and if I try someone, they declare me(!) insane and even
threaten to force me into a mental hospital.
2. In 1975 and twice in 1980 they tried to murder me, and succeeded secretly murdering my
Neighbor Cees van ‘t Hoog, Zudendorpweg 3, ‘t Harde, Netherlands. Everybody thinks
he had a heart attack, but he was secretly drugged according to Jan van Beek. Jan van
Beek was the guy who started all this. Not sure if they still could murder me or others
involved. Not sure if this secret governmental organization is legal, or part legal? If legal,
why hide it? Witness Elise Boers saw the files and warned me that my brother Mr. Johan
Smedema did all this together with the Justice department itself and the children were
not mine.
3. No normal live is possible for me/us in the Netherlands anymore. Everybody now assumes
I am insane or Delusional.
4. This secret criminal(?) organization doesn’t want their actions and misbehavior to come
out into the open. Probably protecting high level officials. Even the Queen could have
been involved with a special ruling on request.
5. Not being able to get legal assistance against this secret organization makes life in the
Netherlands impossible for me. For instance our old empty house had been deliberately
soiled with paint for 9 times and Police are not allowed to put cameras on the site from
higher levels. This made it impossible for us to sell the house. It was sold in April 2008 for
580.000 euro, but strange enough the buyer didn’t pay up and kept us waiting until
December 2008. This must have been the secret organization also, making sure we will
not get money out of selling the house. Nobody will buy a house which is being soiled on
purpose with paint nine times now. This is very rare in the Netherlands. I can’t proof this
of cause, like all other things, but we are being betrayed by our own government. The
house was sold a year later for 495.000 euro because of the credit crunch.
6. Not being able to file charges with the Police and being laughed at as an insane person
makes normal life impossible. My wife has to go to the Police, but with her amnesia and
suppression, she doesn’t tell them all I know. Police doesn’t talk to me.
7. In the other questions I already mentioned the fact that Mr. Ruud Rosingh had to stop his
investigation after the rape by two men off my wife on January 12 th 1991 in Oranje Hotel
Leeuwarden. With two witnesses, but no investigation, and no warning of us at all. And
this is still the same cover up now!
8. Media also keep silent about all what happens to me/us. Reason unknown.
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9. I tried to get a lawyer for the main case from January 2004, but never succeeded.
10. I was sentenced on February 9th 2009 without a lawyer present! No blood test. No DNA
father ship test done. No witnesses asked. No investigation. Nothing at all done to proof
my innocence, although very easy with children from abusers and one charging me. No
lawyers taking the case, or have enough time. So I had no chance.
11. The appeal for a higher court on September 4th 2009 in Leeuwarden would be done by
famous lawyer Mr. A. (Bram) Moszkowicz, but after a few e-mails and one talk (1,5
hour)to his (assistant) lawyer Audrey Wollfs, no normal communication is possible. Not
even after stating I was going for Political Asylum in the USA. This is very rare also and
must mean he is not allowed to help us in the main case, with an appeal on the state
security, and does the only thing left for him, do nothing at all? Or just the appeal? So I
will not have an honest chance at the appeal also with the state secretly falsifying and
manipulating the evidence.
12. An article in a Dutch paper didn’t tell the full story about me being sentenced without a
lawyer present, and with no right on witnesses, or any investigation.
13. No medical investigation is possible in the Netherlands, a scar is suddenly normal
embryonic skin damage, MRI scan falsified, DNA tests also and an Urologist Smorenburg
is not allowed to do an invasive surgery to proof me being made infertile in 1972. DNA
tests are impossible in the Netherlands under these circumstances. All police and Justice
Department files about us, are being deleted or kept silent. Even after my American
friend Al Rust asked for the truth in 1987! He suffered also badly for 10 years!
14. This means the secret organization is still operating and doing all it can, to make sure I
will never be able to proof my case, and make sure we will not get enough money to
defend ourselves. Medical treatment will not be correct. I was treated for paranoia and
more from April 2000 until end of 2003, without success of course when only my memory
came back. I still was able to reconstruct my complete life. And I am not insane at all, but
will have to proof that.
15. My wife still thinks I am insane and cries a lot. She doesn’t understand what is happening
to us and in fact tries to do everything she can to stop me! Part of having a double or
emotional personality, dissociation, is trying to do all she can to prevent thinking about
her past. So very strange and inhuman not to tell me about this and together try to help
her as best we all can. Instead they declare me insane. This is inhuman and against all
International Human Rights! We suffer both enormously and our marriage is of course
breaking down. The necessary trust between each other is gone. This will only continue
when I would stay in the Netherlands.
16. Old ambassador Paul Bremer, told me on June 14th 1996 in Amsterdam that I should ask
for Political Asylum and that they would take good care of me, but I was deported back to
the Netherlands. Problem is those earlier Dutch intelligence files were not to be used for
anything else than deciding to do business with Dutch companies I believe. Although the
complete cover up is based on false statements, drugging of people and fraud.
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Items I know about this crucial Official Al Rust:
1. Name could be a bit different like Cust, or Dust.
2. He was around 1983 manager facilities 97th General Army Hospital Frankfurt Germany,
as part of an Air force team. Captain at that time.
3. He talked to me and I knew nothing, but in the Intelligence files was a big file about me
and my wife, we both knew nothing about.
4. His manager logistics interrogated me unofficially just outside the gate, together with Al
Rust and two officials from Intelligence. They found out I knew nothing about the porn
movies, Police matters, the three children not being mine, and being treated by a Dutch
psychiatrist Onno van der Hart and more.
5. Al Rust then became Military intelligence official because of his interest in my
unbelievable case, and lived around June 1st 1986 in Chicago. A Major then.
6. Al went on or around June 1st 1986 to Baker Brothers near Boston, in Stoughton to help
me, but used his official credit card and forgot to ask official permission.
7. Baker Brothers sued him half a year later because of Dutch problems about my wife
again, and People or State/Military took over the case. Without proof of the missing and
deleted files, he could not proof his case then.
8. Had to sell his house and pay Baker Brothers damages, and suffered/lived several years
with his wife’s family in Harlingen, Texas.
9. Became Manager of Sears or likewise in Harlingen. Managed the new building of Sears.
10. At a dinner and convention or something like that, he told his story to some official, who
helped him get a copy from Frankfurt of the deleted Dutch file about me, Hans Smedema
and my wife. This was an official CIA business I think. So secret.
11. To check the things he told the CIA, old Dutch Ambassador Paul Bremer must have been
asked to talk to me in Amsterdam June 14th 1996. He confirmed I knew nothing yet and
suppressed a lot he told me. Confirming the Amnesia and severe Suppression Al Rust
must have told them.
12. After getting the copy of the secret file still in Frankfurt, Al Rust could reopen his case
and won it based on the file about me and my wife. He was paid almost ten years salary
and moved a few years later, 1998 to the most southern part of Florida.
13. His daughter Zoicite went in 1998 to my town Drachten with Rotary Youth Exchange
specially(!) to talk to me and Officials, but was not believed as I still had amnesia and
severe suppression. As my wife did. She went home very angry in 6 weeks, although it
should have lasted almost a year. She is a crucial witness and her life is in danger because
of that!
14. In or around 1999 Al Rust made sure I got a document of around 30 pages, which gave all
information he had about the first court case in 1987 in which he was sentenced although
he was innocent, and how he got the secret Dutch file from Frankfurt Germany and
reopen his case, and win it based on MY Dutch secret and deleted files! This file must
have been hidden and stolen by the Dutch secret service, or Ministry of justice! Ordered
so by the group behind it.
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Bio of Hans Smedema B.Sc.
Born in the Netherlands, Leeuwarden on March 27th 1948.
Studied at two Technical High Colleges, one B.Sc. for electronics and the other B. Sc. for
technical business administration.
Married February 23th 1973 and they have 3 children.
In 1993 followed the 'Advanced Management Program AMP-4 Nijenrode University, only for
certain allowed and qualified CEO's.
Followed lots of seminars and management workshops.
Spent around 13 years working in a family business Euro-Routing which made and sold Signage
systems to Hospitals and Airports. Experience in export to Middle East. Last position
Commercial Manager/ CSO.
Was the CEO of a 50% owned German company also in Signage for 3 years.
Was CEO of Systems Engineering Heerenveen, Netherlands, 100% daughter of Baker Brothers
Stoughton, Massachusetts USA.
Was outplacement consultant for a year and next 6 years CEO of IHN Engineering Leeuwarden
with almost 100 employees, part of the larger holding with 350 employees and later merged with
Grontmij with 1800 employees.
Last position was (successful) headhunter or 'Executive Searcher' in Drachten, Northern
Netherlands for 10 years.
Member of Rotary Int. District 1590 club number 124. Int.Nr. 10454 Leeuwarden-Zuid, and
Chairman 1998/1999, left 2003 because of this scrupulous cover up(not wanting the Rotary
connected to this horror case, and some involvement(mostly not giving any aid) of Rotary.
Was member of most clubs in the North of the Netherlands.
Had to stop this work in January 2004, after in 2000 my memory came back, when everything
was denied, declared insane (not true of course) and slowly I was able to reconstruct most what
happened about all the lying and betraying done to us. An unbelievable conspiracy by the Dutch
Government, Family, Medici and misled politicians. Maybe even Queen.
Now living of an insurance payment, fighting the crimes against us and doing research for my
autobiography 'Fighting the Unknown' and writing it.

Signed
Parcent, Alicante, Spain on May 15th 2010
Author’s signature: Hans Smedema B. Sc.
………… See separate scan of this page with the signature!
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V.
Checklist of supporting documentation (copies, not originals, to be enclosed with your
complaint):
Urgent remark! All these questions and requests to investigate had to be done WITHOUT any
help of a Lawyer, which of course influences the outcome very negatively! I should have had help
from a Lawyer! But the conspiracy of the Dutch State makes sure I get not enough proof to use
Lawyers.
Of course when there is not enough evidence as a result of the cover up, specific about the
children NOT being from Hans Smedema, which would proof that his wife indeed has a double or
emotional personality and must have been raped, Police, Prosecution and Court can simply
dismiss and reject any investigation based on not enough proof delivered by Hans Smedema! So
the Dutch State itself(!) is making sure by NOT investigating, in combination with the conspiracy
with falsifying all evidence, and hiding all information about the case, that new investigations are
not necessary by law!
1. Letter Urologist ‘Smorenburg’ stating a Gap in both funicles and proposing an ‘Invasive
investigation’, which he then refused to do later! Almost certain forbidden by the Cover
up!
2. Letter Dermatologist ‘De Groot’ stating he had to burn away ‘something not specified’!
Which was called earlier a badly stitched scar by an experienced surgeon!
3. Letter from Surgeon ‘Van Looyen’ stating that it was ‘skin damage’, but nevertheless
asking ‘De Groot’ to take care of it!
4. Letter from Prime Minister JanPeter Balkenende, stating he will not answer any letters,
meaning no communication is possible anymore with the Dutch State! And this can
ONLY be solved on a Ministerial level according to American Al Rust who saw the secret
files! In my opinion this means I tried everything possible in the Netherlands.
5. Letter from Psychologist in BTC Florida when asking for Political Asylum who stated the
story is unbelievable, but could certainly be true and said he saw nothing wrong with me.
6. Document stating the above 1 to 4 are legal translations.
7. European Court Human Rights denial.
8. Letter confirming that the Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services(CTIVD)
did in fact receive my complaint and would investigate.
9. Letter from Ministry of Internal Affairs, stating the CTIVD found nothing, which is hard
to believe unless all files were deleted earlier. But it can be from the Ministry of Justice
alone? But Politicians are involved and it can only be solved on a Ministerial level
according to American Al Rust.
10. Document National Ombudsman refusing to investigate for the second time!
11. Document proving the Deportation from Miami, Florida USA after Asylum was denied.
12. Document proving not allowed back in the USA for 10 years.
13. Statement of Compass psychiatrist in Florida during Asylum case stating Hans Smedema
is Delusional which can only be when he received false information from the
Netherlands! He did not check this information with Hans!
14. Statement of Wife of Hans Smedema, W. Smedema-J. giving her explicit permission for
an investigation and stating if there have been crimes against her, she would file charges!
She wants a full written report.
- Decisions of domestic courts and authorities on your claim (a copy of the relevant national legislation
is also helpful):
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1. Letter from Prime Minister JP Balkenende that he will not answer any letters anymore!
See point 4 above and below for the legal translated document. But American Al Rust
stated the this could only be solved on a Ministerial level! And with the Queen involved,
he must know what was going on, but decided not to solve this torture!
2. Decision of the Dutch Court and Article 12 procedure that they refuse to investigate. See
below for the documents and translation of the important parts.
3. Letter from Ministry of Internal Affairs, stating the CTIVD did not find anything in the
files of the Secret Service. This is a lie! See point 9 above.
4. Decision National Ombudsman refusing to investigate. See point 10 above and below for
the document and translation of the crucial part.
- Complaints to and decisions by any other procedure of international investigation or settlement:
1. European Court Human Rights denial. See point 7 above and below for the document
and translation.
2. Political Asylum case in Miami Florida was denied because of lack of proof Dutch
Government is behind this and deportation back to the Netherlands. Not allowed into the
USA for 5 or 10 years! See point 11 and 12 above and below.
- Any documentation or other corroborating evidence you possess that substantiates your description in
Part IV of the facts of your claim and/or your argument that the facts described amount to a violation of
your rights:
How can I live in a country that:
1. Gives our families the right to decide secretly over and for us in 1973 and beyond, until
now. Without ever making sure we would be treated well and keep some civil rights? And
without making an exit strategy? And afterwards deny that crucial fact?
2. Denied us the right to medical care for our amnesia and severe suppression from 1972
until now? Causing a lot more rape of my wife and more and more traumas?
3. Refuses to tell me what happened in 1972 and beyond, until now? Even after my memory
came slowly back and their silence caused me to get sick and have to stop working?
4. Refuses to let me file charges in April 2000 and April 2004, which every normal Dutch
person has the right to do?
5. Refuses to tell the truth so the wife of Hans and Hans could get the right treatment? She
is still in danger! She also is talking about suicide now!
6. Denies me the civil right to know what decisions were taken by the government
against/for us!
7. Let me be declared insane, without any investigation, without hearing any witnesses, or
having DNA tests done? While knowing from their secret files Hans Smedema is
completely normal?
8. Has physicians lie to me about a scar being normal skin damage?
9. Has a psychiatrist drug me in 1975 and make me sign documents which gave away all my
normal civil rights? Without telling me then and never tell me that crucial fact when my
memory came back in March 2000?
10. Lets me be declared insane, take wrong medicine, while knowing I was only getting my
memory back?
11. Lets my wife almost divorce me, thinking I am insane?
12. Lets my wife get three children from rapist, without ever warning us or tell her about it?
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

Never prosecuted these rapist?
Lets my wife think the children are mine, knowing I was made infertile in 1972!
Has an MRI scan falsified?
Has a prosecutor, who had witnesses of rape by two men of my wife, immediately stop an
investigation in 1991?
Has a file instantly removed when intelligence from the 97th General Army Hospital
investigates the Dutch file of Hans Smedema around 1983?
Has in fact all old police files removed or deleted? Or not visible to Hans Smedema and
other officials?
In the process not giving the innocent Al Rust, who only told the truth about Hans
Smedema and helped him, the information he needed to get free from jail and keep his
job as an Military Intelligence Official in America?
Maybe a Queen has signed special rulings, which make the lives of innocent victims like
Hans Smedema and his defenseless wife, a living hell? And NOT help them afterwards?
Her wrong signature is more important than the lives and torture of Hans and his wife?
Makes sure no lawyer is allowed to give Hans Smedema or his wife legal assistance?
Against all human rights?
Makes sure no media coverage is allowed? Which could get several other witnesses
helping out?
Makes sure no investigation and no lawyer is available to Hans Smedema, causing him to
be sentenced to jail and even pay(!) the rapist of his wife?
Where all politicians refuse even to talk to Hans Smedema? Even after having been
member of political party VVD for 30 years?
In fact since March 2000 NOBODY has ever talked about this case with Hans Smedema?
Where 3 judges Mr. Holst, Van der Meer en van der Vinne know about Hans en his wife
having amnesia, see a letter from the CIA to Baker Brothers USA and still don’t act to
help Hans and his wife. They are not even asked by the Justice Department! As Mr. Ruud
Rosingh head prosecutor who knows a lot about this case, but is never asked. They must
have been commanded to keep silent! Cover up and conspiracy!
Refuses to stop this torture of Hans and his wife? And refuses to investigate and tell them
what went wrong?

If you do not enclose this information and it needs to be sought specifically from you, or if
accompanying documentation is not provided in the working languages of the Secretariat, the
consideration of your complaint may be delayed.
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Translation of the important part:
Dear Mr. Smedema,
I herewith inform you that on May 11th 2006 the European Court for Human Rights, acting as a
Committee of three Judges as mentioned in Article 27 of the Treaty, (C. Birsan, Chairman, A.
Gyulumyan and E. Myjer), has decided to declare the request above according to Article 28 of the
Treaty inadmissible, because of failure to satisfy the requirements mentioned in Articles 34 and
35 of the Treaty.
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Translation of the important part:
Herewith the Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services(CTIVD) confirms receiving
your letter of February 27th 2008.
The Committee will shortly answer your complaint.
Regards,
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Translation of the important part:
The Complaint
The AIVD(General Intelligence and Security Service) knows or should know about crimes against Hans
Smedema and his wife. The AIVD has hidden this information and refuses to use this information, to make
sure no investigation of crimes can ever happen. Also employees of the old BVD, old name, were involved in
drugging Hans Smedema.
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Review of the Committee
The Committee concludes as follows. You are not sure if it was the AIVD or another Service who were
involved with the withholding of information. You were not able to prove that the AIVD has knowledge
about the supposed crimes and keeps it hidden.
The investigation doesn’t lead to information that the AIVD has information about you that should have
been mentioned or was kept out of sight. Nothing points to the fact that the AIVD should have known about
your case either. Nothing points to any involvement from the AIVD with drugging or anything else.
Under this vision I declare the complaint unfounded.
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Translation of the essential part:
The national Ombudsman will not investigate your complaint, and will therefore not give any
statement about what you brought before the National Ombudsman.
Further communication is not useful and therefore I will not answer any new letters.
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Translation of the important part:
1 Grounds for the Complaint
The complaint is directed against the decision of the prosecutor not to prosecute the defendants
for alleged abuse of the wife of Hans Smedema, committed according to plaintiff from 1972
onwards.
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2 Position Advocate General
The Advocate General considers that the complaint should be dismissed.
3 Rating. Concerning the facts the complaint relates, which has been investigated by police
Drachten, the results are recorded in file 2004089456-1
4 Said documents and other documents provide insufficient evidence, that towards the
complainant and his wife crimes have been committed.
5 Accordingly, the complaint is manifestly unfounded, and the complainant will not be heard.
Decision.
The Court rejects the complaint.
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Below one of the Dutch documents which Hans Smedema handed over to Police Detective Haye
Bruinsma of the Police in his hometown Drachten on April 27th 2004!
Translation:
Report of the following crimes, by Hans Smedema born March 27th 1948 at Leeuwarden!
The only important part is the part marked in red on page 6, of which here is the English translation (other
information has already been mentioned in this document):

Victim Hans Smedema has with all this been sentenced to a ‘Hell on Earth’ and something that
looks like Psychological torture! During 4 years he was because of this and all denials of others,
being torn between yes it is true and no, it can’t be true, and am I crazy or not! Psychiatrists, two
years a Neurologist, investigations by the University Psychiatrists (AZG), incapitation, etc. To
keep somebody fooled like that, so he thinks he is crazy, or Delusional, is a tort. They use the fact
my wife is incompetent against us! The damage done is disproportionately high!
*****************************************************************************
Aangifte van de volgende misdrijven door Hans Smedema geboren 27 maart 1948 te Leeuwarden.
Adres: Sydwende 97, 9204KD te Drachten:

Slachtoffer Hans Smedema werd hiermede veroordeeld tot een hel op aarde en iets wat lijkt op
psychologische marteling. Immers gedurende vier jaar werd hij mede hierdoor en door de
ontkenningen van anderen heen en weer geworpen tussen wel waar of niet waar en ben ik u gek
of niet. Psychiater, twee jaar een neuroloog, onderzoeken afd. psychiatrie van het AZG,
arbeidsongeschikt enz. Het iemand zodanig voor de gek houden, dat deze denkt dat hij gek is of
aan wanen lijdt, is een onrechtmatige daad. Er wordt misbruik gemaakt van iemand die
wilsonbekwaam is. Er wordt onevenredig veel schade geleden.
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Translation:
I, W. Smedema-J., declare because of alleged crimes, as mentioned in the investigative report from my
husband Hans Smedema born March 27th 1948, given to police officer H. Bruinsma on April 26th 2004,
 That I am NOT against a further investigation and approve of that explicitly!
 Because I do not know of any crimes against myself, can I not file any charges yet.
 I explicitly acknowledge that if crimes have been committed against myself, I would have filed
charges.
The investigation asked for is meant to unambiguously determine by hearing witnesses under oath, what
has happened.
The happenings are of such grave nature, that we suffer severe psychical and material damage.
Explicitly I wish that the results of the above are given to us in writing and motivated, and with names and
such.
Made on April 11th 2005 in Drachten:
For approval W. Smedema-J.
Signed

Seen Hans Smedema
Signed
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